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Privatizing Law on the
Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands:
Is Litigation the Best Channel for
Reforming the Garment Industry?
DEBORAH J. KARETt

A poor, young woman living in a rural Chinese village is
approached by a flashy businessman who guarantees to
obtain work for her in America.' She agrees to pay him a
few thousand dollars for his service, and after borrowing
money from friends, family, or an unscrupulous lender at a
high rate of interest, she signs the recruiter's contract. He
promises to take care of the details, and trustingly, she
leaves her home in search of a new life.2 Little does she
know that when she reaches this "American soil," she has
become an indentured servant at one of America's worst
sweatshops.3
Once she arrives at what many wealthy vacationers call
"paradise," the recruiter buses her to a cramped dormitory
at a factory surrounded by barbed wire.' Authorities speak
t J.D. Candidate, State University of New York at Buffalo, School of Law,
May, 2001; B.S. University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1998. The author would like
to thank Law Professor James Atleson for his enthusiasm, extensive
suggestions, and critique during the drafting of this Comment. Also thanks to
MK Gaedeke Roland for her revisions on an earlier draft and for encouragement
throughout the year.
1. This story is adapted from research in this area using government
reports, newspaper articles, and other sources.
2. See Global Survival Network, Trapped. Human Trafficking for Forced
Laborin the Commonwealth of the Northern MarianaIslands (a U.S. Territory),
at http://www.globalsurvival.netprojects/cnmi/9905cnmi.html
(1999) para.
Introduction (on file with the author and the Buffalo Law Review) (last visited
10/9/99) [hereinafter Trapped].
3. See generally id. (describing the realities faced by many alien garment
workers).
4. See First Am. Compl. for Damages & Injunctive Relief paras. 87-88, Doe
v. The Gap, Inc., No. CV-99-00329-CAS (C.D. Cal. filed Jan. 13, 1999) (on file
with the author and the Buffalo Law Review) [hereinafter Haw. Am. Compl.].
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a different language, and they take her passport.5 She hears
reports of rat infestation and food poisoning.' The factory
managers rarely turn on the water, not even for drinking or
flushing the toilets.' Others tell her stories of mental and
physical abuse by managers,8 as well as policies of forced
abortions at the factories.9 Managers do not allow her to
leave these living quarters, restricting her freedom. °
Then she begins work. If she does not sew as fast as the
others, she must remain late to finish." She will not receive
any extra pay, however, because she has not met her quota
for the day.'" Moreover, her factory only pays the minimum
wage of $3.05 per hour," hardly enough to repay the debt
owed, especially after her employer garnishes $200 per
month for living expenses.' 4
If she complains, the managers threaten to deport her
even though she still owes a large debt to her recruiter.1
The legal system can not help her. 6 Because of her status
as a foreign "guest worker," she has not been granted the
same rights as legal citizens. Furthermore, lawmakers,
investigators, and police never listen to, or act upon, the
complaints of an alien worker unless the worker offers them

5. See Trapped,supra note 2, para. Debt Bondage.
6. See generally Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4, para. 87.
7. See Janet Moore & John Tevlin, The Labor Behind the Label, STAR
TRIBUNE (Minneapolis, Minn.), June 20, 1999, at 1A (describing a factory,
supported by OSHA records, that restricted the amount of water employees
were allowed to use for drinking, cooking, bathing, and laundering).
8. See Haw. Am. Compl., supranote 4, paras. 91-92.
9. See id. para. 90.
10. See id. para.88.
11. See Trapped, supranote 2, para. Introduction.
12. See Compl. for Violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act; the
Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands Minimum Wage and Hour Act,
Nonresident Workers Act and Building Safety Code; Breach of Contract; Breach
of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing; and Action for Rent
Abatement, para. 72, Does I-XXIII v. Advance Textile Corp., No. CV-99-0002
(D.N. Mar. I. filed Jan. 14, 1999) [hereinafter Saipan Compl.] (on file with the
author and the Buffalo Law Review).
13. See Minimum Wage and Hour Act, 4 N. MAR. I. CODE § 9211(b)(3)
(1997); see also Saipan Compl., supra note 12, para. 73.
14. See Haw. Am. Compl., supranote 4, para. 87.
15. See generally id. para. 91. See also Saipan Compl., supra note 12, para.
34.
16. See Trapped, supranote 2, para. Governmental Neglect and Corruption.
17. See generally id. (explaining that the alien workers' employers largely
determine the workers' right to remain in CNMI).
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an incentive payment. 8 She finds herself indentured and
trapped. 9 Yet, unknown to most Americans, these
20
violations all occur "beneath the flag of the United States"
on the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands

(CNMI).
I. ISSUE
On January 13, 1999, a class of alien garment workers
residing on CNMI attempted to rectify the illegal labor
practices of their employers by filing three actions against
both their employers and popular United States retailers
such as The GAP, J. Crew, Nordstrom, OshKosh B'Gosh,
Sears, Tommy Hilfiger, Calvin Klein, Polo Ralph Lauren,
J.C. Penney, Donna
Karan, Liz Claiborne, Levi Strauss,
21
and Wal-Mart.
These actions represent an example of "privatised law
enforcement" 22 as well as the first ever attempt to hold
United States retailers accountable for mistreatment of
23
workers in foreign-owned factories operating on its soil.

Privatized law enforcement,

in the context

of this

18. See generally id.
19. See Trapped, supranote 2, para. Introduction.
20. Northern Mariana Islands: Hearing on S.1100 and S.1275 Before the
Senate Comm. on Energy and Natural Resources, 105th Cong. 12-13 (1998)
(statement of Rep. George Miller, Senior Democratic Member, California)
[hereinafter Comm. Hearings].
21. Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4, paras. 25-50; see also First Am. Compl.
for Violation of: Cal. Bus. & Profs. Code § 17200 et seq., for Unlawful Business
Acts and Practices (Violation of 29 U.S.C. § 215 et seq.), Union of Needletrades
Industrial & Textile Employees, AFL-CIO v. The Gap, Inc. No. 300474 (Cal.
Super. Ct., San Francisco Cnty. filed Jan. 13, 1999) (on file with the author and
the Buffalo Law Review) [hereinafter Cal. First Am. Compl.]; Saipan Compl.,
supra note 12, paras. 37-58.
22. Go Global, Sue Local, ECONOMIST, Aug. 14, 1999, at 54.
23. See Jeff Wong, Thousands Abused in Saipan Sweatshops, Lawsuits
Charge, BUFF. NEWS, Jan. 14, 1999, at A3; see also Milberg Weiss Bershad
Hynes & Lerach LLP: Lawsuit to Move Forwardagainst the GAP, Wal-Mart,
and JC Penny Alleging False "Made in the US..A" Motion to Dismiss by Major
U.S. RetailersDenied By CaliforniaSuperiorCourt Judge, PR NEwSWIRE, Nov.
12, 1999, available at WL 11/12/99 PRWIREPLUS 20:28:00 [hereinafter
Milberg Weiss]. See generally Sweatshop Watch, First-Ever Lawsuits Filed
Charging Sweatshop Conspiracy Between Major U.S. Clothing Designers and
Retailers, ForeignTextile Producers, at http'//www.sweatshopwatch.org/swatch/
marianas/lawsuit.html (Jan. 13, 1999) (explaining the allegations and charges
of the actions) (on fie with the author and the Buffalo Law Review) [hereinafter
First-EverLawsuits Filed].
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Comment, means using a civil action to remedy a situation
when government response to the situation has failed to
correct the problem. Civil liability such as monetary fines
and injunctions, as opposed to criminal liability, will result.
Moreover, privatized law enforcement obligates United
States retailers to pay for their own regulators to monitor
their contractors' factories.'
Private, civil litigation, used as a tool for "social
engineering," has accomplished goals of workers and other
classes when the government has failed to successfully act
on their behalf. In some cases, it has even stimulated
legislation and created change, as with product liability
cases and other civil actions.25 The chance that an American
multinational corporation will be sued for acts of its
subcontractor has increased in recent years, primarily due
to the privatized law enforcement phenomenon." Some view
this new legal activism as a necessary "counterbalance to
the powerful control that companies and interest groups
can exert over Congress...
[and] an important27
counterweight to the power and resources of corporations."
Some people have even stated that the rise in lawsuits
against American corporations for the acts of foreign
contractors is the "flip side of globalisation."5
This Comment examines privatized law enforcement in
the context of the three actions filed against American
retailers and their CNMI garment subcontractors. After
examining the three actions, this Comment asks what goals
24. See Go Global, Sue Local, supra note 22, at 54 (paraphrasing Albert
Meyerhoff, a lead attorney for the classes of workers in the three actions).
25. Barry Meier, If Congress Won't Do It, Lawsuits Can, COMMERCIAL
APPEAL (Memphis, Tenn.), April 2, 2000, at B3 (arguing that "the legal system
has begun to overtake the legislative process as the vehicle to resolve
contentious debates, particularly over unpopular products, when Congress is
unwilling to act"). Recent examples of privatized law enforcement include
tobacco litigation filed by state attorneys general, actions against gun
manufacturers filed by two dozen cities and counties aimed at recovering the
costs of treating gun shot victims, and product liability actions, such as
litigation surrounding asbestos, breast implants, and defective birth control
devices. See id. Consumer advocate Ralph Nader has also been a proponent of
litigation in an attempt to facilitate social change. See Nader 2000, at
http'//www.votenader.com/biography.html; Lewis H. Lapham, A Citizen in Full:
Ralph Nader Campaignsfor Presidentwith a Course in Civics, HARPER'S, Sept.
2000, at 35.
26. See Go Global, Sue Local, supranote 22, at 54.
27. Meier, supranote 25, at B3.
28. Go Global, Sue Local, supranote 22, at 54.
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civil litigation can accomplish for the alien workers on
CNMI. It also studies legislation proposed by Congress and
compares it to the success of privatized law-making. In
particular, Section II discusses the history of CNMI,
explaining how loopholes in American law allowed for
exploitation of labor and immigration standards, eventually
fostering the current abuses of alien workers. Section III
critically examines the allegations, claims, and remedies
sought by the class of workers through the actions. Section
IV compares these private legal actions with legislative
attempts to protect the alien workers on CNMI. Section V
concludes that privatized law enforcement, while although
specifically tailored to the parties and perhaps not as
sweeping a reform as legislation, has brought success and
improved conditions to CNMI's garment industry.
II. BACKGROUND
A chain of sixteen coral and volcanic islands with a
total area of only two hundred square miles comprises the
Northern Mariana Islands.29 Originally acquired by the
United States from Japan after World War II, these islands
became an official Commonwealth in 1976, and residents
were granted U.S. citizenship and benefits in 1986.20 Today,
approximately 60,000 people live in CNMI, mainly on its
largest island, Saipan."1 Less than one-half of CNMI's
residents are United States citizens and they generally
work for the local government. 2 Staggeringly, ninety-one
29. See Howard P. Willens & Deanne C. Siemer, The Constitution of The
Northern Mariana Islands: Constitutional Principles and Innovation in a
Pacific Setting, 65 GEO. L. J. 1373, 1375 (1977). Although only two hundred
total square miles, these islands span several thousand square miles across the
Pacific Ocean. Id. The other island chains are the Carolines and the Marshalls
(as well as Guam, which is the last island beneath the Marianas). See id. at
1374 n.1.
30. See Trapped, supranote 2, para. A Brief History. Benefits include social
security, unemployment, workers compensation, and welfare. See id.; see also
Bruce L. Ottley, The Commonwealth of the NorthernMarianaIslands, in SOUTH
PACIFIC ISLANDs LEGAL SYSTEMS 541 (Michael A. Ntumy ed., 1993) (stating that
the people of the newly-formed Commonwealth were also given the right of local
self-government and control over their internal affairs).
31. See Trapped, supra note 2, para. Methodology.
32. See OFFICE OF INSULAR AFFAIRS, U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, FOURTH
ANNUAL REPORT, FEDERAL-CNMI INITIATIVE ON LABOR, IMMIGRATION & LAw
ENFORCEMENT IN THE COMMONWEALTH OF THE NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS 5

(1998) [hereinafter OIA REPORT]. The local government is much more lucrative
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percent of CNMI's private sector employees are foreign
"guest workers" employed in the garment and hospitality
industries."
A. Covenant Agreement
As a result of negotiations between the United States
and CNMI, Congress adopted the "Covenant to Establish a
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands" in
Political Union with the United States of America in 1975. 84
The Covenant provides unique but "temporary" exceptions
to certain U.S. immigration and labor laws." Specifically,
the Covenant grants CNMI's local legislature the power to
than the private sector. It employs nearly 56% of locally born U.S. citizens, who
earn approximately four times more than the private sector. Id.
33. See id. Owners, managers, and supervisors of the garment factories are
also almost always foreigners as well. See Trapped, supra note 2, para. The
Garment Industry.
34. See Ottley, supra note 30, at 540. Three years later, the people on the
Commonwealth passed the Constitution of Northern Mariana Islands. See id.
CNMI became a Commonwealth of the United States in 1986, when the United
Nations terminated the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands Agreement for the
islands. See id. at 541. The Trusteeship Agreement, established by the United
Nations in 1947, gave the United States full powers of administration,
legislation, and jurisdiction under the supervision of the United Nations
Security Council. See Willens & Siemer, supra note 29, at 1375.
35. See Covenant to Establish a Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands in Political Union with the United States of America §§ 101-1005, Pub.
L. No. 94-241, 90 Stat. 263 (1976) (codified as note at 48 U.S.C. § 1801)
[hereinafter Covenant]. Section 503 of the Covenant provides:
The following laws of the United States... will not apply to the
Northern Mariana Islands except in the manner and to the extent
made applicable to them by the Congress by law... (a) except as
otherwise provided... the immigration and naturalization laws of the
United States;... (c) the minimum wage provisions ....
Id. § 503. Exceptions to the immigration laws relate to children of non-citizens
born on CNMI. See id. § 506. Another exception is that the Federal Income Tax
collected by individuals and corporations on the Commonwealth is only
collected locally. See id. § 601(a). Moreover, CNMI rebates to its residents 95%
of the tax. See Marybeth Herald, The Northern MarianaIslands: A Change in
Course Under Its Covenant with the United States, 71 OR. L. REv. 127, 140
(1992). Two other exemptions are the composition of CNMIs Senate and
property restrictions on land alienation, both of which are arguably
unconstitutional. See Covenant, supra, §§ 203, 801. See generally Willens &
Siemer, supra note 29, at 1387. But see James A. Branch, Jr., The Constitution
of the Northern Mariana Islands: Does a Different Cultural Setting Justify
Different Constitutional Standards?, 9 DENV. J. INT'L L. & PoLY 35, 36-37
(1980) (critiquing Willens and Siemer's arguments that the unconstitutional
provisions are justified by CNMI's setting in the Pacific).
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set its own minimum wage, exempt from the United States'
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). 'Also, Congress provided
the Commonwealth with the power to legislate its own
immigration standards, exempt from the United States'
immigration and naturalization laws." No other United

States Commonwealth or territory has negotiated both of

these particular provisions.38 CNM's Covenant and
Constitution gives the island a "status unique in the United
States, with greater self-government than previous U.S.
territories, but less autonomy than freely associated
states."39
Framers of the Covenant designed the labor and
immigration policies to protect the legal citizens of the
Commonwealth. The governments agreed to disregard the
FLSA minimum wage provision because the United States'
high standard and cost of living would not be achieved
immediately.40 Regarding immigration policies, original
residents of CNMI worried that Asian immigrants seeking
United
States
citizenship
would
overwhelm
the
Commonwealth.41 Moreover, these residents did not want

their cultural identity diluted by foreigners flooding their
islands.4"

36. See Covenant, supra note 35, § 503(c); Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938,
29 U.S.C. §§ 201-219 (1994). Specifically, 29 U.S.C. § 206(a)(1) provides that,
beginning on September 1, 1997, the minimum wage rate shall not be less than
$5.15 per hour.
37. See Covenant, supra note 35, § 503(a). See generally United States
Immigration and Naturalization Act, 8 U.S.C. §§ 1101-1525 (1994 & Supp. IV
1998).
38. The other Commonwealth is Puerto Rico, and the other United States
territories are Guam, U.S. Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and formerly the
Panama Canal Zone. See Willens & Siemer, supra note 29, at 1383. American
Samoa negotiated local control over immigration standards, but not wages. See
Trapped,supra note 2, n.2.
39. Brian Z. Tamanaha, Post-1997Hong Kong: A Comparative Study of the
Meaning of "High Degree of Autonomy"-With a Specific Look at the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, 5 CHINA L. REP. 163, 179
(1989).
40. See Arnold H. Leibowitz, The Marianas Covenant Negotiations, 4
FORDHAM INTL. L.J. 19, 52 (1980).
41. See id. at 42; see also Herald, supra note 35, at 141 (asserting that
CNMI's control over immigration was intended to assuage such worries).
42. See generally OIA REPORT, supra note 32, at 4; see also DEMOCRATIC
STAFF OF HOUSE COMM. ON RESOURCES, 105th CONG., BENEATH THE AMERICAN
FLAG: LABOR AND HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES IN THE CNMI 3 (1998), available at
http://www.house.gov/resources/105cong/democrat/cnmifin.html
(Rep. George
Miller, California, primary author) (explaining Congress' policy reasons for
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These policy decisions, however, produced ironic
results.43 Contrary to the desire to keep foreigners out of
CNMI, over one half of today's Commonwealth residents
are not citizens." Due to relaxed immigration standards,
Chinese, Thai, Bangladesh, and other nationals can obtain
working papers allowing them to stay in CNMI longer than
United States laws would normally permit.45 Furthermore,
although minimum wage in CNMI is $3.05 per hour
(compared to the United States' $5.15 per hour)," the cost of
living on the Commonwealth is higher than on the United
States' mainland.4"
B. CNMI's Economic Expansion
CNM's immigration policies facilitate importation of
tens of thousands of temporary workers. Alien workers
have been used to fill low paying, unskilled jobs all year
round, unlike in the United States, where alien workers are
only brought in for seasonal labor.48 On CNMI, foreign
residents have shaped Saipan's economy by working in the
garment industry, local fast food restaurants, construction,
the hospitality industry, as well as in private homes as
domestics.49
Due to the immigration and labor loopholes, the
Commonwealth's local government courts foreign investors,
typically Asian, to build and operate garment factories on
Saipan. ' "The CNMI government actively solicits foreign
investment to take advantage of its unique trade
arrangement with the rest of the United States.... " In
creating the temporary immigration

and minimum wage

exemptions)

[hereinafter BENEATH THE AMERICAN FLAG].
43. See OIA REPORT, supra note 32, at 4; see also Comm. Hearings, supra
note 20, at 13 (stating CNMI had "severely abused" the temporary control over

labor and immigration that Congress granted it in the Covenant agreement).

44. See OIA REPORT, supranote 32, at 5.
45. See Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4, para. 79; see also Gwen Carleton,
Sweatshop Items Here Spur Anger; Linked to $1B Saipan Lawsuit, CAPITAL
TIMES (Madison, Wis.), Jan. 16, 1999, at 1A (describing the workers as "mostly
young women from China, the Philippines, Bangladesh and Thailand").
46. See Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, 29 U.S.C. § 206 (1994 & Supp. IV
1998).
47. See Herald, supra note 35, at 152.
48. See BENEATH THE AMERICAN FLAG, supranote 42, at 13-14.
49. See Trapped,supra note 2, para. Local Control.

50. See BENEATH
51. Id. at 7-8.

THE AMERICAN FLAG,

supra note 42, at 7.
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fact, only nine of twenty-nine garment factories have any
U.S. shareholders, and almost 70% are fully owned by
foreign investors.52
Incentives advertised by the CNMI government to
attract the Asian investors include cheap wages, an
unlimited supply of workers, no duty on garments imported
into the United States, and the ability to lawfully sew the
coveted "Made in the U.S.A." label on CNMI clothing. 3
Specifically, the government's official website advertised
" 'Export duty free to the United States - Headnote 3(A)
duty free status for manufactured products'; 'Favorable
tariff treatment.., to the international market'; 'Visa free
borders'; and 'Exempt from U.S. minimum wage laws.' ""
The duty free loophole alone has saved foreign
and their retail customers over $200 million
manufacturers
55
a year.
Furthermore, foreign factory owners also receive
benefits from their own country's government. For example,
factories owned by Chinese businessmen "cooperate with
the Chinese government in a number of ways.... [This
includes] material purchase agreements with Chinese
government sources, as well as official or unofficial
arrangements with provincial agencies for importing labor
into the CNMI."55
C. PublicAttention
In recent years, complaints regarding the working
conditions at CNMI's garment factories have received
international attention. Aside from news expos6s on
American television," human rights organizations and nonprofit groups held undercover investigations of the
factories, 5' organized negative advertising campaigns,59 and
52. Id. at 7.
53. See generally id.
54. Id. at 8 (quoting CNMI's Web site, http://www.saipan.com/govlbranches/
executive/invest.htm).
55. See First-everLawsuits Filed, supranote 23, para. Last Year Alone.
56. Trapped,supra note 2, para. The Garment Industry.
57. See, e.g., 20/20: Is This the U.S.A.? Behind the Trusted "Made in the
U.S.A." Label (ABC television broadcast, Mar. 13, 1998) (videotaped by former
Saipan garment worker Carmencita Abad, using a hidden camera) (transcript
on file with the author and the Buffalo Law Review) [hereinafter 20/20 Report].
58. See, e.g., Trapped, supra note 2, para. Methodology (describing in depth
the undercover investigation by two Global Survival Network members of the
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staged protests against retailers such as The GAP.6" In
particular, Carmencita Abad, a former Saipan garment
worker, has toured American university campuses,
lecturing on the labor conditions and violations.6' Abad, a
Filipino, English-speaking garment worker, tried to
organize the first Saipan garment workers union, but lost
by five votes. Afterwards, her contract was not renewed, so
the Equal
Employment
Opportunity
Commission
successfully sued her employer on her behalf.
Furthermore, the Covenant exemptions have sparked
heated political debates among members of the Legislative
and Executive branches of the federal government. 3
Congressman George Miller, for example, declared CNMI
had "severely abused" the temporary control over both labor
and immigration that Congress granted it in the Covenant
agreement.' The situation received the most public
attention, however, when a class of approximately 50,000
CNMI garment industry); see also Larry Weiss, Gram Gets a Chance To Do
Right on Sweatshops, STAR TRIB. (Minneapolis, Minn), Oct. 24, 1999, at 31A
(stating that the newspaper investigated sweatshops in CNMI).
59. See Jennifer Lin, Florida State U.: Anti-Sweatshop Student Groups
Fighting GAP, Nike, U-WIRE, Dec. 10, 1999, available at 1999 WL 30227068
(describing Global Exchange's negative ad campaign of posters featuring the
"dour face of an older Asian woman" wearing a GAP vest, with the headline: "I
used to work in a GAP sweatshop"); L. Kim Tan, Human-rights Group Assails
Gap's Saipan Sweatshops, BOSTON HERALD, Oct. 29, 1999, at 33 (stating that
the ads mock The GAP's own marketing blitz and noting the ads have been
plastered on Harvard's campus); Nancy Cleeland, Human Rights Group
Launches Ad Campaign Against Gap, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 23, 1999, at C2
(describing the ads as "a guerilla campaign" meant to embarrass The GAP "into
raising pay for its global work-force"); Global Exchange, Report on March 6 GAP
Demos
(More demonstrations are planned for April
10!),
at
http://www.globalexchange.org/economy/corporations/summaryO3O699.htm (last
visited Oct. 9, 1999) (posting e-mail reports by protestors from The GAP
demonstrations in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Berkeley, Santa Barbara,
Milwaukee, Fresno, Sacramento, New York City, Tulsa, Madison, Chicago, and
Bangor) (on file with the author and the Buffalo Law Review).
60. See Daniel Schack, Northwestern U. Students Stage Protest Outside of
Evanston's Gap, DAILY NORTHWESTERN, Nov. 15, 1999, available at 1999 WL
18824898; see also Eric Brazil, 300 Protest Gap in S.F.; Firm Accused of
Sweatshop Labor, Logging Old Timber, S.F. EXAMINER, Mar. 7, 1999, at A2
(describing the San Francisco protest as well as others staged across the

country).
61. See Sally Kalson, No Swinging in Sweatshops, PITTSBURGH POSTGAZETrE, Nov. 17, 1999, at B1.
62. Id.
63. See infra notes 264-75 and accompanying text.
64. Comm. Hearings, supranote 20, at 13.
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past and present garment workers filed three very
descriptive lawsuits against major clothing retailers on
January 13, 1999.
D. Life as a Garment Worker on CNMI
The facts underlying the three civil actions detail the
foreign contractors' labor practices at the garment
factories.65 Generally, recruiters woo the alien workers to
the Commonwealth through promises of "American jobs."66
Many workers describe their reaction upon arrival as shock
[is] Ocean.'
nothing
and dismay when they discover" 'Saipan
Pacific
in theUSA'
more than a 47 square mile island
One worker stated that he chose Saipan because he thought
it would be American, but was sorely disappointed.6
These workers, who tend to be young females from poor
regions in China, Thailand, and Bangladesh, sign a
"shadow contract" requiring them to pay several thousand
dollars, at a high interest rate, for merely the right to
obtain a job on Saipan. Shadow contracts are defined by the
United States Department of the Interior in the following
manner: Before leaving China, garment workers routinely
sign contracts with recruiters and paid substantial fees
(between $2000-$10,000 U.S.) for promised employment in
CNMI. Although unenforceable by Federal law because
made in China, the families of these workers become
indebted, and workers feel compelled to honor these
contracts to protect their families from retaliation by the
recruiters.69 Some contracts forbid workers from:
65. Arguably, the facts in the complaints may be over-dramatized,
misstated, or both. See Seth Faison, Stretching Federal Labor Law Far Into
South Pacific, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 20, 1999, at A3 (commenting that "[als serious
as these abuses are, lawyers in the class-action suit seem to exaggerate
conditions, citing a few worst-case examples as typical"). Women willing to
testify about their working conditions "told compelling tales of unfair working
conditions, but the accusations were not as serious as the allegations in the
suit." Id. Moreover, not all workers feel indentured on Saipan. Faison, who
interviewed dozens of Chinese garment workers, reported that the workers
chatted openly with him and strolled freely after work. Faison also confirmed
that their dormitories and factories were clean and orderly and that the
workers who came to Saipan "earn about five times what they made in China,

heading home after two years with $6,000 to $10,000 saved." Id.
66.
67.
68.
69.

See Trapped, supra note 2, para. Deception.
Id.
See id.
See OIA REPORT, supra note 32, at 24.
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[F]alling in love, having a baby, or protesting about labor
conditions; some others limit the freedom to practice religion. In
many cases the contracts are either in a language unknown to the
workers (English) or they are required to sign the contracts, but
not allowed to keep a copy. Further, at least one contract states
that the company acted as a representative of the government [of
.70
the United States]

Upon arrival, eight to ten workers reside in cramped
factory dormitories that are usually 240-square feet, even
though the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) regulations require a minimum of 100-square feet
per person." One large factory's dormitory had only three
toilets and five showers in the entire building.7" Moreover,
one federal government report states "the floors are bare
concrete and the beds are made of plywood with light
padding. The rooms are hot and stuffy because there is no
air conditioning. Insect infestation is... common.., and
most workers sleep under mosquito netting."73 Furthermore,
rats and insects infest the dormitories, but reports by
workers of bites and unsanitary conditions are rarely
investigated.74
Water is not freely available and often not even fit for
drinking. Managers turn the water on only once a day for
showers, drinking, and flushing toilets." OSHA reports
describe one factory that restricted the amount of water
that employees are allowed to use for drinking, cooking,
bathing and laundering."6 In February 1999, OSHA
reported that fecal coliform in water used to rinse
vegetables resulted in the food poisoning of 1200 workers7 7
the largest food poisoning the agency ever investigated.
Moreover, workers self-purify drinking water they gathered
from rain by using chlorine, which led to rates of
tuberculosis reaching "epidemic proportions" according to
the Center for Disease Control. 7' For this room and board,
70. Id.; see also Haw. Am. Compl., supranote 4, paras. 82-85.
71. See Haw. Am. Compl., supranote 4, para. 87.
72. Robert Collier, Saipan Workers Describe Slavery of Sweatshops; They
Say American Dream Turned into Nightmare, S.F. CHRON. Jan. 22, 1999, at Al.
73. Haw. Am. Compl., supranote 4, para. 101.
74. See 20/20 Report, supranote 57.
75. See Cal. First Am. Compl., supranote 21, para.83 (citing OIA REPORT).
76. See Moore & Tevlin, supra note 7, at 1A.
77. See id.
78. Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4, para.87.
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often directly garnished from their paychecks, the workers
pay approximately $200 per month.
Employees rarely leave the barracks without
permission from their superiors.8 Once they arrive at the
factories, managers take their passports so that they will
have difficulties returning home.8 ' Some factories chain the
emergency exit doors, enclose the premises with barbed
wire, and keep armed guards at the gates.82 Workers who do
leave the factories after work have their names recorded
and are required to return by a certain time or else face
disciplinary action.83
E. Contractors'Labor Practices
Once at work, employees are subject to many illegal
labor violations. The factory owners allegedly do not pay the
workers the CNMI minimum wage of $3.05 per hour
because the managers require "voluntary time" after the
first eight hours of work.' Managers do not count this after
hours, off the clock work as overtime because the plaintiffs
have not met their quota for the day.85 These quotas,
however, are much higher than what a worker could
reasonably produce in eight hours. If the quota set is
achieved on a regular basis, managers raise the numbers
even higher. This procedure, shockingly, is legally
legislated by the local CNMI government.88
Managers also engage in the practice of assigning each
worker an "efficiency card," which indicates the productivity
of each worker. Workers who assemble clothes at an
efficiency rate greater than 90% earn the right to work
overtime, while inefficient workers are bussed back to the
dormitories after eight hours of work. This practice
attempts to encourage inefficient workers to produce

79. See id. Employers and recruiters often wrote this living expense
provision into the shadow contracts.
80. See id. para. 88.
81. See Trapped,supra note 2, para. Debt Bondage.
82. See Haw. Am. Compl. supra note 4, para. 88; BENEATH THE AMERICAN
FLAG, supra note 42, at 12 (describing barracks that "often are surrounded by
barbed wire and are always guarded").
83. See BENEATH THE AMERICAN FLAG, supranote 42, at 13.
84. See Saipan Compl., supranote 12, para. 72.
85. See id.
86. See generally Herald, supranote 34, at 156.
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garments more quickly, using overtime as an incentive."
Over one thousand OSHA violations inside the factories
have been reported over the past few years, one-half of
which were classified as "recurring" or "serious."8 A serious
violation is characterized as "one capable of causing death
or serious injury."89 In the first half of 1997, OSHA
inspection teams found over 500 violations in these
factories.9" A year later, the OSHA Regional Administrator
stated that the conditions were worsening.9 During
inspections, CNMrs local government even reported illegal
violations, such as finding emergency exits nailed shut,
tape covering smoke detectors, exposed electrical wires,
inoperable air conditioning, and an illegal medical clinic at
one of the factories.92
F. Abuse to Employees
Workers who complain are verbally and physically
abused, as well as threatened with deportation." Because of
the shadow contract system and strict immigration laws for
unemployed aliens, workers can not switch between jobs
without fear of being deported. "According to CNMI law, if a
foreign worker is not working for the employer named on
the work contract, that worker is considered illegal and
may be deported... ."' The workers' employers often abuse
this law.9 The immigration exceptions create a system
where workers are "powerless,...
[and] extremely
98
vulnerable to exploitation, pressure, and mistreatment."
Past employees narrate stories of forced abortion,
prostitution, and other methods of intimidation by
supervisors.97 Some employers and managers directly
threaten their employees. In one instance, a garment
factory owner allegedly called all employees outside during
87. See Trapped, supra note 2, para. Control Over Workers. See generally
Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4, para. 6.
88. Haw. Am. Compl., supranote 4, para. 7.
89. First-everLawsuits Filed, supra note 23.
90. See BENEATH THE AMERICAN FLAG, supranote 42, at 11.
91. See id.
92. See id.
93. See Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4, para. 91.
94. See BENEATH THE AMERICAN FLAG, supranote 42, at 22.
95. See id.
96. See id. at 14.
97. See Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4, paras. 90-92.
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work and told them:
[Ihf they talked to any foreigners, any press people, any U.S.A. or
other government agents, and revealed any secrets about the
operation of the garment factories or any facts about the barracks'
living conditions, he would have action taken against their
and there
families in China, they would be physically dealt with
98
would be physical retribution, including deportation.

Many choose not to speak out against the labor and
living conditions for fear of retaliation against themselves
and their families." Moreover, with exorbitant debts due to
the recruiting fees from the shadow contracts, many
allegedly have no choice but to continue working.
III. LITIGATION

Due to the fact that governmental enforcement has
failed to protect the alien worker on CNMI, the workers
filed three legal complaints against their employers on
January 13, 1999, in an effort to use privatized law
enforcement as a tool for improving their labor and living
conditions. Although the three actions use different avenues
for reforming the contractors' labor practices, all bring
attention to improving the rights and conditions of the alien
worker on CNMI. The tactics in two of the lawsuits, 0 which
allegedly hold United State's retailers liable for actions of
its foreign contractor on United State's soil, are of first
impression in United States' law.
The plaintiffs in two of the actions0 1 are large classes of
garment workers who at one point worked at the sweatshop
factories on Saipan. The third lawsuit' 2 was filed by four
non-profit organizations on behalf of the general public. The
defendants in the first two actions'0 are well known
clothing retailers such as The GAP, J. Crew, Nordstrom,
98. Id. para. 92.
99. See Saipan Compl., supra note 12, para. 34; see, e.g., Trapped, supra
note 2, para. Earning Money (describing testimonials of workers interviewed by
reports and newspapers).
100. See Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4; Cal. First Am. Compl., supranote
21.
101. See Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4; Saipan Compl., supra note 12.
102. See Cal. First Am. Compl., supranote 21.
103. See Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4; Cal. First Am. Compl., supra note
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OshKosh B'Gosh, Sears, Tommy Hilfiger, Calvin Klein, Polo
Ralph Lauren, J.C. Penney, Donna Karan, Liz Claiborne,
Levi Strauss, and Wal-Mart.' The defendants in the third
action 10 5 are the foreign-owned garment factory sweatshops.

Combined, these three lawsuits demand more than one
billion dollars in damages, disgorgement of the retailers'
profits, and return of unpaid wages to the workers.'
A. Hawaii FederalAction

0 7

The first, and arguably most controversial action, 0 8 was

filed in United States District Court in Los Angeles, but
later transferred to Hawaii."9 This complaint charges that
the retailer defendants conspire with the contractor
defendants in creating conditions of indentured servitude
and peonage."0 Legally, the complaint alleges violations of
104. See supranote 103 and accompanying text.
105. See Saipan Compl., supra note 12.
106. See Wong, supra note 23, at A3.
107. Haw. Am. Compl., supranote 4.
108. See Eric Wilson, Five Apparel Companies Complete Settlements with
Saipan Workers, INFO. ACCESS CoMPANY, Oct. 8, 1999, available at 1999 WL
11976298.
109. All defendants moved for this lawsuit's venue to be transferred to
Saipan, but Judge Christine Snyder decided instead to transfer the case to
Hawaii. Judge Snyder noted "the difficulties in obtaining a fair and unbiased
jury pool in Saipan, given the relatively small number of potential jurors and
the extensive pre-trial publicity and pro-garment factory local press."
Sweatshop Watch, Summary of the Saipan Sweatshop Litigation, at http://
www.sweatshopwatch.org/swatchlmarianas/summary.html (Nov. 15, 1999) (on
file with the author and the Buffalo Law Review) (last visited Sept. 28, 2000).
This move is on appeal by the defendants. After status conferences in January
2000, Chief Judge David Ezra in Hawaii heard motions including whether the
class members could proceed under "Doe" pseudonyms and whether the
defendant's motion to dismiss would be granted. See id. A jury trial in the
Hawaii Federal Action is scheduled for February, 2001. See Jean Christensen,
More Retailers Agree to Settle Saipan Garment Worker Lawsuits, ASSOCIATED
PRESS NEwsWmES, Mar. 28, 2000, available at WL 3/28/00 APWTRESPLUS
20:50:00.
110. Although this was the first legal action regarding CNMI workers that
alleged peonage, slavery, and indentured servitude, these claims have been
made previously by others. In testimony to Congress, George Miller stated that
the practices in CNlM constituted "an Orwellian nightmare of indentured and
destitute labor, of entrapped and abandoned workers, of forced prostitution and
coerced abortions, of government corruption, of denials of basic labor and
religious rights. And it is all happening beneath the flag of the United States of
America." See Comm. Hearings, supra note 20, at 13. A letter from Bruce
Babbitt, Secretary of the Interior, and others, to Don Young (Rep.), Chairman,
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the United States Constitution, federal anti-,1 eonage
statutes, CNMI law, and international treaties.' These
charges are documented in three major causes of action: the
Racketeering Influenced and Corruption Organizations
(RICO) claim, the alien tort claim, and the violations of the
law of nations and treaties of the United States. The
garment worker class seeks damages from both the
retailers and the contractors to repay their lost wages and
to create a fund to monitor the factories."' They also seek
improved working conditions more freedom, and a release
from their shadow contracts!'
This federal lawsuit, filed by a class of approximately
50,000 non-resident
CNMI workers,
alleges
that
contractors, manufacturers, and retailers engage in and
benefit from a series of unlawful forced labor conspiracies.
The action further alleges that workers are forced into
conditions constituting peonage and involuntary servitude
in violation of federal laws, state common law, and

international human rights laws."" Of the three complaints,
the Hawaii federal action is the lengthiest and most
detailed. Defendants named include twenty-five well known
retail fashion designer corporations,. 5 as well as eleven
Committee on Resources, stated concerns with CNMI's "growing dependence on
indentured alien labor... [and the fact] that local reforms ... will not solve the
problems inherent in an economic policy of relying on a majority population of
indentured alien workers .... ." Letter from Bruce Babbitt, Secretary of the
Interior, Alexis M. Herman, Secretary of Labor, Janet Reno, Attorney General,
and William Daley, Secretary of Commerce to Don Young, Chairman, House
Committee on Resources (Oct. 6, 1998) (on file with the author and the Buffalo
Law Review), available at http://www.doi.gov/oialspeeches/berry.htm. Allen
Stayman, Insular-Affairs Director at the U.S. Department of the Interior,
commented that the shadow contracts "come[ close to the definition of
indentured labor .... [and tihe local immigration and labor departments are
essentially organized crime... [and] one big scam." Terry McCarthy, Give Me
Your Tired, Your Poor,TIME, Feb. 2, 1998, at 4.
111. See Haw. Am. Compl., supranote 4, para. 1.
112. See id. para. 167.
113. See id.
114. See id. para. 1.
115. These defendants were The GAP, Inc., Associated Merchandising Corp.
(whose parent is Dayton-Hudson Corp.), Cutter & Buck, Inc., Dayton-Hudson
Corp., The Gymboree Corp., J.C. Penney Company, Inc., J. Crew; Jones Apparel
Group, Lane Bryant Inc., Limited, Inc., May Co., Nordstrom, Inc., OshKosh
B'Gosh, Inc., Sears Roebuck and Company, Tommy Hilfiger USA, Inc., WalMart Stores, Inc., Warnaco Group, Inc., Polo Ralph Lauren Corp., Calvin Klein,
Inc., Donna Karan International, Inc., Brooks Brothers, Inc., Chadwick's of
Boston, Ltd., Inc., Phillips-Van Heusen Corp., Liz Claiborne, Inc., and Levi
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foreign contractors." 6 The complaint then describes the
appalling working and living conditions, as well as physical
abuses endured by at least one unnamed worker at each
factory."' Next, it describes each retailer defendant and
contractor defendant in detail."'
1. RICO Cause of Action."' The garment workers'
conspiracy cause of action arises from a section of RICO " '
and various CNMI laws, such as its kidnapping provision.
RICO can be used "against
employers who hire aliens in a
21
'racketeering' manner."'

To successfully prove a RICO claim, the plaintiff must
show "(1) the existence of an enterprise and (2) a pattern of
racketeering activity. Further, the prosecutor would have to
show that the employer, while in the course of managing an
enterprise in interstate commerce," engaged in a pattern of
racketeering activity by committing "at least two acts of an
underlying offense.
The complaint shows that an enterprise exists between
the retailers and contractors by explaining the relationship
between the two groups of defendants. The class alleges
that each retailer has a "cause-in-fact relationship" with at
least one of the contractors and that each contractor has a
"cause-in-fact relationship" with at least one of the
retailers." This "cause-in-fact" relationship exists because
Strauss & Company. Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4, paras. 25-50. Defendants
Abercrombie and Fitch, Woolrich, and Talbots were added to the action on
March 3, 2000. See Sharon Behn, Leading U.S. Clothing Retailers Settle
Sweatshop Claims in Saipan, AGENCE FR.-PRESSE, Mar. 29, 2000, available at
2000 WL 2762667.
116. The contractor defendants were American Pacific Textile, Inc.,
Concorde Garment Manufacturing Corp., Diorva Saipan Ltd., Global
Manufacturing, Inc., Hansae, Marianas Garment Manufacturing, Inc.
Micronesian Garment Manufacturing., Mirage, Top Fashion Corp., United
International Corp., and US CNMI Development Corp. See Haw. Am. Compl.,
supranote 4, paras. 52-62.
117. See id. paras. 15-24; see also supranotes 57-72 and accompanying text.
118. See Haw. Am. Compl., supranote 4, paras. 25-50, 51-62.
119. See id. paras. 106-132, 133-137 (Counts I & II).
120. See 18 U.S.C. § 1964(c) (1994 & Supp. IV 1994).
121. Roshani M. Gunewardene, Criminalizationof Employer FraudAgainst
Alien Employees?A NationalPriority,25 NEw ENG. L. REv. 795, 804 (1991).
122. Id. at 805; see also 18 U.S.C. § 1961 (1994 & Supp. IV 1999)
(racketeering activity); United States v. Huber, 603 F.2d 387, 393 (2d Cir. 1979)
(defining a pattern of racketeering activity).
123. See Haw. Am. Compl., supranote 4, para. 111.
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the retailers controlled conditions of the class through the
contractors by monitoring overtime and work policies;
setting quality and quantity standards, turnaround time,
and other production processes for the contractors; and
supervising personnel who inspected, reviewed, oversaw,
monitored, and audited the clothing before shipping to
ensure quality control. 24 This control arose over a period of
time and maximized profit for both the retailers and the
contractors.
The complaint alleges a pattern of racketeering activity
by describing the ongoing acts of peonage, other labor
violations, 5 and abuse to employees.'26 The class alleges
that a system of peonage resulted from the conditions
surrounding their employment. In support of this, the
workers point to "economic and physical conditions ... far
removed from what was promised.... ,,2 The class bases

this allegation on their low wages, the extra hours they
work without pay, the debt from binding shadow contracts,
and the conditions at their dormitories.'28 Employers also
allegedly intimidate the workers to ensure that class
members do not protest, dissent, or organize while
employed.'29 Methods used include false arrest by local
police, slaps and physical abuse by supervisors, as well as
suspension without pay, monetary penalties, and even
deportation. 0 These conditions force the class members "to
live in a permanent state of uncertainty [and make them]
vulnerable to exploitation and abuse, constituting forms of
peonage and indentured and involuntary servitude."' 1
Holding United States multinational retailers liable for
the acts of their foreign contractors operating on American
soil creates a situation of first impression in federal law.
The workers, however, have a valid cause of action. The
conditions of peonage and involuntary servitude' 2 combined
with the cause-in-fact relationship,' if proven, would
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.

See id. para. 95.
See supranotes 84-92 and accompanying text.
See supranotes 93-99 and accompanying text.
Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4, para. 9.
See id. paras. 8-9.
See id. para. 91.
See id.
Id. para. 94.
See supranotes 125-31, 65-99, and accompanying text.
See supra notes 123-24 and accompanying text.
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constitute a conspiracy through a pattern of racketeering

activities."

M

These ongoing illegal practices illustrate at

least two acts of the underlying offense, and since the
retailers engaged in interstate commerce, the complaint
lawfully charges a RICO conspiracy.
3 5 The second major
2. Anti-Peonage Cause of Action."
cause of action alleges that defendants violated the AntiPeonage Act, prohibiting the "holding of any person to36
service or labor under the system known as peonage."
This theory holds employers liable for involuntary servitude
against their employees. Although rarely used, activists
have recently resurrected the Act, which reads:

[A] "holding to involuntary servitude" occurs when (a) the servant
believes that he or she has no viable alternative but to perform
service for the master (b) because of (1) the master's use or
threatened use of physical force, or (2) the master's use or
threatened use of state imposed legal coercion (i.e., peonage), or (3)
the master's use of fraud or deceit to obtain or maintain services
where the servant is... an immigrant .... In order to be found
guilty under the statute, the master must intentionally hold the

134. See Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4, paras. 118, 128, 129.
135. See id. paras. 138-44, 145-53 (Counts IH & IV).
136. 42 U.S.C. § 1994 (1994); see also Haw. Am. Compl., supranote 4, para.

139; 42 U.S.C. §§ 1581, 1584 (1994); 28 U.S.C. § 1350 (1994) (stating alien's
right to a tort action); U.S. CONST. amend. XIII. The anti-peonage act was

originally passed in 1789 as an alien tort law to provide redress for foreigners
against sea pirates and slavers. Prosecutors have also used it to track
individuals such as Ferdinand Marcos. See Go Global, Sue Local, supra note 22,
at 54. Recently, other labor activists have used this theory to prosecute labor
violations. See id.; see also Jack I. Garvey, A New Evolutionfor Fast-Tracking
Trade Agreements: Managing Environmental and Labor Standards Through
ExtraterritorialRegulation, 5 UCLA J. INT'L L. & FoREIGN AFF. 1, 24-27
(examining the Alien Tort Claim Act in the context of the Hawaii federal
action). Garvey argues the Alien Tort Claim Act cause of action is not often
successful unless the foreign claimant can prove a "violation of a 'wellestablished, universally recognized norm of customary international law.' "Id.
at 26; see also Collier, supra note 72; Filartiga v. Pena-Irala, 630 F.2d 876, 888
(2d Cir. 1980) (holding that plaintiffs successfully stated a claim under the
Alien Tort Statute). In contrast, the other causes of action alleged in the Hawaii
Federal Action, which are grounded in statutes, make "it possible to satisfy the
standing and jurisdictional requirements that otherwise inhibit and generally
preclude private U.S. litigation as the means to address labor abuse and
environmental degradation abroad." Garvey, supra, at 25-26.
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The Hawaii complaint alleges that garment workers
entered into involuntary servitude when they paid large
recruiting fees in order to work at the contractor
defendants' factories. 18 Because of threats of retaliation,
violence, deportation and financial debt, and the taking of
passports upon arrival, the workers cannot freely leave
their jobs. 1' Furthermore, the local CNMI laws make it
difficult for aliens to change jobs without being deported. 40
Since the retailers do not insist on cessation of this
behavior, they are also allegedly liable for these practices.'
3. International Treaties Cause of Action. The third
major cause of action in the Hawaii federal suit alleges
violations of the laws of nations and treaties of the United
States against both the retailers and the contractors.4 This
claim arises from recognized treaties and international
documents signed by the United States.' Because the
United States signed these particular treaties, the class
alleges that the retail corporations are legally bound by
them.
Violations include restrictions on the right to leisure
time, being held in slavery, subjection to torture or cruel
and inhumane punishment, inhibiting the right to free
137. United States v. Kozminski, 821 F.2d 1186, 1192 (6th Cir. 1987), affd,
487 U.S. 931 (1988); see also Gunewardene, supra note 116, at 809 (discussing
the holding in Kozminski, 821 F.2d at 1192).
138. See supranotes 127-31, 69-70 and accompanying text.
139. See Haw. Am. Compl., supranote 4, paras. 140-42.
140. See Trapped, supranote 2, para. Governmental Neglect.
141. See Haw. Am. Compl., supranote 4, para. 150.
142. See id. paras. 154-58 (Count V).
143. See generally id. (outlining treaties and other internationally
recognized documents signed by the United States).
144. See id. The complaint indicates that violations include those in the
American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, the International Labor Organization's Convention Concerning Forced
or Compulsory Labor, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights, and the American Convention on Human Rights. See id. para.
155. The complaint also indicates that other violations include those in the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women,
the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women, and the
Declaration on the Elimination of all Forms of Intolerance and of
Discrimination based on Religion or Belief. See id. para. 156.
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choice of employment, and disregarding other recognized
labor rights."n More generally, the workers' basic human
rights such as freedom of thought, religion, and equality
among the sexes have been illegally restricted. 14 This cause
of action was unique because most lawsuits do not allege
violations of treaties or laws of nations. However, since the
treaties became United States law when signed, claims
under these agreements are actionable.
4. Arguments Made by Retailers. The retailer and
contractor defendants have argued four main points
regarding the causes of action in the Hawaii federal suit.
First, they maintain that American courts cannot lawfully
adjudicate the "shadow contracts" because the foreign
recruiters and alien workers contracted while still in their
147
home countries, outside of the United States' jurisdiction.
Since the shadow contract debt partially creates the
workers' state of peonage, the retailers are not responsible
for these conditions. The debt, however, is not the only
reason the workers have become slaves. Factory conditions,
low wages, and illegal labor practices that the retailers
should be responsible
for have compounded the shadow
4
1
situation.
contract
The retailers also argue that the workers voluntarily
choose their situation, as they are not forced to move to
CNMI. Those workers have the "existence of choice" and
therefore the opportunity to quit work if they dislike their
situations. 4 However, the local CNMI laws, the debt from
shadow contracts, the fact that most work rules and
contracts are deliberately not written in the workers' native
language, and the workers' inability to complain about
labor conditions make this argument implausible.
Misrepresentations made by recruiters before women
signed the shadow contracts, such as "Saipan is only a short
train ride from [Los Angeles]," and that factories would be
up to the same standards as in the United States,5 ° show
145. See Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4, para. 155.
146. See id. paras. 155-56.
147. Moore & Tevlin, supranote 7, at IA.
148. See supra Parts II.D-II.F and III.A.L.b, notes 138-41, and
accompanying text.
149. Id.
150. Cal. First Am. Compl., supra note 21, para. 51 (internal quotation

marks omitted).
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that workers are not told the truth about their living
conditions. Therefore, they do not make as informed a
decision as they could have about whether or not to move to
Saipan.
Defendants also argue that the complaints do not
establish independent responsibility by retailers, and, as
the retailers do not control the operations on the island, the
suits should be dismissed. 5' However, it seems reasonable
to connect the retailers to their contractors' practices.
Retailers set the amount of clothes needed in their
contracts and many monitored the garment factories.
Therefore, it is not unreasonable to conclude that the
retailers know of the practices and are partially liable for
not pressuring the contractors into stopping the violations.
Fourth, the defendants argue that the actions attempt
to resolve a _olitical debate-not an issue that should be
adjudicated.' Even though the workers in the class do not
have a vote in CNMI politics because they are not citizens,
they still have rights under the Constitution that could
legally be protected. Moreover, human rights violations
may be successfully litigated privately, even though they
are also widely debated in Congress and labeled as
"political."'53 In some instances, privately litigated actions
facilitate compromise and agreement in the legislature,
where little compromise has been reached before.'
5. Goals Accomplished Through the Hawaii Federal
Action. Private law enforcement, as demonstrated in the
Hawaii action, can accomplish much for the specific class of
garment factory workers, if successful. Abolishing
recruiting practices, creating a monitoring body specifically
designed to address the contractors' violations, setting aside
money to repay the workers for lost wages, and
embarrassing and pressuring the retailers may likely
result. However, other industries on CNMI also are guilty
of these labor violations and the lawsuit may not pressure
CNMI's local government to enforce its laws.

151.
152.
153.
154.

See Moore & Tevlin, supranote 7.
See id.
See supranotes 25-28 and accompanying text.
See id.
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a. Abolition of Shadow Contracts. One primary goal
plaintiffs can likely accomplish through this action is
ending feelings of indentured servitude by abolishing
misleading recruiting practices and the shadow contracts.
Because these practices occur outside of the United States,
federal and CNMI laws generally cannot prohibit them.
Through private actions, however, the class has tried to
force the contractors to not hire workers who were indebted
by the shadow contract. Moreover, workers would require
that the retailers do not transact business with contractors
who continue to engage in these practices.
b. Creation of a Monitoring Body. A second goal the
civil action can likely accomplish would be the creation of a
monitoring body to privately remedy the illegal labor
practices and violations at the dormitories. This body would
be funded by the retailers and contractors-those who are
directly responsible for producing goods under the
impoverished conditions. The contractors would be
monitored by privately maintained programs precisely
tailored to remedy the violations alleged by workers. These
programs would be established by the parties or a court and
strictly enforced by the court and the monitoring firm,
without governmental intervention.
Through private action, workers can reasonably expect
these conditions to improve because the retailers and
contractors become directly responsible for remedying the
situation. If successful, a private monitoring body would
create a drastic improvement in the workers' lives. Private
law enforcement will likely be more successful than
government enforcement because CNMI's local government
has ignored the labor violations in the past. Moreover,
OSHA and other federal agencies have received very few
complaints from employees, most likely due to intimidation
and threats by employers.
c. Monetary Relief The workers can also expect to
receive some monetary compensation from this civil action.
They should be compensated for the unpaid hours that
managers forced them to work in an attempt to meet their
quotas. The larger the sum of money rewarded, the more
likely that retailers will pay attention and force their
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contractors to improve their practices.

Monetary relief would not likely have been created but
for this private civil action. The government would have a
difficult time collecting and valuating the amounts owed,
while settlement among the parties or through a courtordered judgment can be strictly enforced through private
measures such as a monitoring body. Furthermore, this
private civil action could better collect retroactive wages
and overtime, while new legislation could only stop the
unpaid overtime violations from occurring in the future.
d. Publicity. Another goal the class of workers hopes to
accomplish is to expose the illegal labor practices tied to
well-known, popular, and respected retailers. To date, the
retailer defendants have faced much bad publicity and
embarrassment from media coverage surrounding the filing
of this lawsuit. 5 ' Specifically, the plaintiffs' attorneys, who
have a reputation for highly publicized class action
lawsuits, have made many damaging and accusatory
statements to the media in press conferences, such as
"[s]lavery and indentured servitude is alive and well in
the... United States.... Companies like The GAP [and
Wal-Mart] have reaped millions in profits from this
scheme-now they will be held accountable."'56 This
publicity and attention is much stronger than what the
federal government could create, and it gives the class
leverage to change the contractors' practices.
e. CongressionalAction. Other goals for this lawsuit
include better enforcement of current laws as well as
stimulating Congress to create new laws. Congress has
taken the problems in CNMI more seriously since the
155. See supra notes 57-62 and accompanying text.
156. First-EverLawsuits Filed, supra note 23 (quoting William S. Lerach,
one of the lead attorneys for the workers). Interestingly, the lead law firm filing
the suits, Milberg Weiss Bershad Hynes & Lerach LLP, is well-known for class
action suits filed against large manufacturers, especially in cases regarding
securities litigation. See Pamela Sherrid, The General Custer of Shareholder
Lawsuits?, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., Apr. 21, 1997, at 66. This firm alone was
responsible for more than 60% of the class action security lawsuits filed in 1996.
Id. A spokesman for one of the retailers who eventually settled commented,
"[w]hen Milberg Weiss comes knocking, you open the door." David E. Rovella,
Sweatshop Settlement Draws Others: Four Nonparties Agree to Terms of the
$1.25 Million Pact,NAT'L L.J., Aug. 23, 1999, at B1.
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lawsuits were filed. New bills have been proposed and the
CNMI debate has resurfaced, even though President
Clinton's prior legislation failed to pass and many thought
the issue had been dismissed by Congress.
B. CaliforniaState Action'57
Plaintiffs Union of Needletrades Industrial and Textile
Employees AFL-CIO ("UNITE"), Global Exchange,
Sweatshop Watch, and Asian Law Caucus filed the second
action in California state court on behalf of the workers. 58
The action only named the retail clothing corporations as
defendants.'59 The complaint alleges that the retailers
engage in unlawful business acts and false advertising
when they use the "Made in the U.S.A." label and proclaim
to consumers, through corporate and industry codes of
conduct, that the garments are manufactured in nonsweatshop conditions. 6 ° Plaintiffs charge defendants with
violating California's Business and Professions Code by
creating unfair competition due to unlawful business
practices. 6' Remedies for plaintiffs arising from this action
include negative publicity towards the retailers, pressure to
make changes in practices with the contractors, and a
monetary fund to benefit the alien workers on CNMI.
The complaint gives extensive background of CNMI's
history, including facts on the economic rise of the
Commonwealth and loopholes which manufacturers use to
their advantage.' It also describes the alleged working
conditions for the alien workers,'63 and details the illegal

157. See Cal. First Am. Compl., supra note 21.
158. Id. paras. 11-14.
159. The defendants are The GAP and its subsidiary Banana Republic,
Associated Merchandising, Dayton Hudson, Dress Barn, Gymboree, J. Crew,
Jones Apparel Group, Lane Bryant, Limited, May Co., Nordstrom, OshKosh
B'Gosh, Sears, Tommy Hilfiger, Wal-Mart, and Warnaco (which is a licensee for
Chaps by Ralph Lauren and Calvin Klein). See id. paras. 15-32.
160. See id. paras. 1-7.
161. See id. para. 101. Specifically, the complaint alleges "Unlawful
Business Acts And Practices In Violation Of California Business And
Professions Code §17200 Et Seq. Predicated on 29 U.S.C. §215 Et Seq. [sic]" and
"Untrue or Misleading Advertising In Violation of California Business And
Professions Code §17200 Et Seq. Against All Defendants." Id. paras. 100-30.
162. Id. paras. 43-50.
163. Id. paras. 51-59.
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practices by the foreign based CNMI contractors.'6 Next,
the complaint documents government investigations and
reports made regarding the CNMI,'65 and examines in detail
the defendants' alleged violations 166 of the federal "hot
goods" provision of the FLSA.'67 "Hot goods" are items made
in violation
of minimum wage, child labor, or overtime
16
laws.
1. Allegations.'69 The California state action alleges
that major retail corporations based across the United
States contracted with foreign-owned garment factories on
Saipan to manufacture their clothing. They also shipped

clothing from Saipan through California ports, and had
retail stores in California.

7

Specifically, "[diefendants

164. Id. paras. 60-80.
165. Id. paras. 81-85.
166. Id. para. 88.
167. See 29 U.S.C. §§ 215-219 (1994).
168. See Cal First Am. Compl., supranote 21, para. 88.
169. Similar allegations were made in a September 1998 action filed against
Nike for alleged violations that occurred outside of the United States. See
Garvey, supra note 136, at 58 n.65; see also Armin Rosencranz & Richard
Campbell, Foreign Environmental and Human Rights Suits Against U.S.
Corporations in U.S. Courts, 18 STAN. ENVTL. L.J. 145, 177-78 (1999)
(evaluating the Nike action and addressing barriers to litigation against U.S.
corporations operating abroad).
170. Combined, the retailers allegedly shipped 101.5 million pounds of
Saipan manufactured clothing, with an estimated wholesale value of $626.7
million, to the United States in the last four years. See Cal. First Am. Compl.,
supra note 21, paras. 15-32. Defendant The GAP and its subsidiary Banana
Republic shipped an estimated 39.2 million pounds of clothing manufactured in
Saipan, and having an estimated wholesale value of $237.3 million, through
California over the past four years. See id. para. 15. Defendant Associated
Merchandising Corp., in cooperation with its controlling shareholder DaytonHudson Corp., shipped an estimated 2.4 million pounds of clothing
manufactured in Saipan through California with an estimated wholesale value
of $14.8 million. See id. para. 16. Dayton-Hudson shipped 15.2 million pounds of
garments worth an estimated value of $91.5 million. Id. para. 18. Dress Barn
shipped 2.7 million pounds of garments worth an estimated value of $16.5
million. Id. para. 19. Gymboree shipped five million pounds of garments worth
an estimated value of $30.5 million. Id. para. 20. J. Crew shipped 2.6 million
pounds of garments worth an estimated value of $19.3 million. Id. para. 22.
Jones Apparel Group shipped seven million pounds of garments worth an
estimated value of $41.8 million. Id. para. 23. Lane Bryant shipped 2.8 million
pounds of garments worth an estimated value of $16.9 million. Id. para. 24.
Limited shipped 3.3 million pounds of garments worth an estimated value of
$21.7 million. Id. para. 25. May Co. shipped 6.5 million pounds of garments
worth an estimated value of $46.7 million. Id. para. 26. Nordstrom shipped
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either deliberately, recklessly, or unreasonably have
developed, encouraged, and profited from the operation of a
system of garment production that depend for its
profitability and competitive
advantage upon the
systematic underpayment of workers in violation of, inter
alia, federal overtime laws." 7 ' The Covenant does not
exempt employers from the FLSA overtime laws, so
overtime is not subject to the Covenant's loopholes. Because
of this competitive advantage, the defendants significantly
increase their profits at the expense of their mainland
United States competitors.'72
The retailers' allegedly unfair competitive advantage is
based on the fact that they benefited from "systemic wage
and overtime violations by the CNMI garment
contractors." 7 ' These violations stem from practices such as
setting impossible quotas for workers which, if not met,
must be completed without pay, after eight hours of work;
correcting, without pay, after the shift ended, mistakes
made during the shift; and compelling workers to sew
garments "10 or more hours a day, seven days a week,
[while] only bejng permitted to record and be paid for eight
of those hours."' These unpaid hours are often considered
"contributions to the company," while new employees often
have to "work
several days without pay for "training
175
purposes.
Furthermore, the plaintiffs claim that the retailers
deceived the general public through false advertisements,
promotional materials, corporate codes of conduct, and
industry codes of conduct that state that the corporations'

three million pounds of garments worth an estimated value of $18.3 million. Id.
para. 27. OshKosh B'Gosh shipped 1.5 million pounds of garments worth an
estimated value of $8.8 million. Id. para. 28. Sears shipped 430,000 pounds of
garments worth an estimated value of $2.6 million. Id. para. 29. Hilfiger
shipped 1.1 million pounds of garments worth an estimated value of $6.85
million. Id. para. 30. Wal-Mart shipped 7.3 million pounds of garments worth
an estimated value of $43.8 million. Id. para. 31. Warnaco (which is a licensee
for Chaps by Ralph Lauren and Calvin Klein) shipped 1.5 million pounds of
garments worth an estimated value of $9.3 million. Id. para. 32. Note that 2000
pounds equals one ton.
171. Id. para. 102.
172. See id. para. 107.
173. Id. para. 55.
174. Id.
175. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
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garments are not produced using sweatshop labor.'76
Specifically, each named defendant has at one point
publicly proclaimed that it and its subcontractors did not
produce clothing made in sweatshop conditions. For
example, many of the retailers are members of the "No
Sweat" Trendsetter list which warranted to the Department
of Labor a policy of not contracting with sweatshops.'77
Many retailers are also members of the National Retail
Federation Honor Roll and other similar programs.'78
Moreover, all have corporate and vendor codes of
conduct.'79 For example, J. Crew, J.C. Penney, Lane Bryant,
Dayton, The GAP, Limited, Gymboree, Nordstrom, May
Co., and Sears all signed the National Retail Federation
Statement of Principles on Supplier Legal Compliance in
1995. The Statement of Principles provided that the
retailers are "committed to selling products that are made
legally, ethically and morally. It means we will hold our
suppliers accountable if they fail to uphold worker rights."8 '
Although retailers cannot be held legally liable for violating
a contract with consumers regarding these codes, the codes
have been used as evidence of false advertising and
misleading statements made to consumers.
2. Retailers' Response. The retailers have responded to
the charge of false advertising by arguing that clothing
made in Saipan must contain the "Made in the U.S.A." label
in accordance with federal law. 8 ' Therefore, the
manufacturers have no choice but to use it.' 82 Although
true, this argument carries little weight because it suggests
that if the retailers had the choice, they would not use the
label. Saipan's garment industry has been successful due
primarily to the benefit and privilege of using this label.
Otherwise, the retailers would use labor in China and Asia
where the clothes are even cheaper to produce. Because the
retailers know customers prefer the "Made in the U.S.A."
label, they also have taken advantage of CNMI's benefits.
176. See id. paras. 123-30.
177. Id. para. 89.
178. See id.
179. See id. para. 90.
180. Id.
181. See Dayton Hudson Responds to Suits, STAR TRIBUNE (Minneapolis,
Minn.), June 20, 1999, at IA.
182. Id.
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Secondly, the retailers argue that, because the alleged
conduct of the contractors did not occur in California, "there
is no effect on California citizens."'83 However, because the
retailers have vendor codes of conduct, and because they
publicly proclaim that they do not produce clothing made in
sweatshop conditions, it is reasonable for any customers,
84
Californians included, to depend on these statements.
Therefore, if clothes are produced in conditions other than
those used throughout the rest of the United States,
misleading and deceitful conduct by defendants has been
properly alleged.
Many people decide whether or not to buy clothing
depending on where it is made. Studies and polls, in fact,
prove that consumers prefer to buy clothes with the "Made
in the U.S.A." label. A 1996 poll showed 84% of 1000 people
would pay at least one dollar more for a garment if it was
guaranteed to be made in a legitimate U.S. factory.
Moreover, 78% said they would avoid shopping at stores
who sold garments made in sweatshops. 5 Chances are that
a favorable decision to purchase clothing depends on a
"Made in the U.S.A." label because American consumers
prefer to support fellow workers.'86 In choosing a United
States product, the consumer relies on the belief that
United States laws have not been violated in production of
the goods.
3. Goals Accomplished Through California State
Action. The plaintiffs' demands for relief far exceed what
they could, at most, realistically accomplish. These
183. Id.
184. See Cal. First Am. Compl., supra note 21, para. 89 (stating that "many
defendants publicly proclaim that all of defendants' contractors operate in 'no
sweatshop' conditions, and have claimed to 'eradicate sweatshops in America'
and to 'ensure their shelves are stocked with only "NO SWEAT" garments.'
These statements are disseminated publicly to customers as a form of
advertisement or promotional material").
185. See id. para. 99.
186. See John D. Dingell, Don't Let ForeignersPull a Scam With 'Made in
U.SA' Label, DETROIT NEWS, Mar. 30, 2000, at 12 (editorializing that
"W[thousands of Americans choose to buy 'Made in U.S.A.' products because they
believe in the quality and workmanship the label infers"). Many choices are
made based on popularity of the designer, size, price and other factors, without
regard to where the product is made. Most Americans would generally prefer
purchasing a "Made in the U.S.A." product if given a choice between two similar
garments.
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organizations demand injunctive relief to prohibit the
retailers from further engaging in their allegedly unlawful
business practices. Moreover, the groups also broadly
request that the court "restore any money or property
acquired by means of any unlawful, fraudulent or unfair
business act or practice ...

,187

as well as

disgorgement of all ill-gotten monies and profits obtained from any
unlawful, fraudulent or unfair business act or practice...
including the monies and profits made by defendants on any and
all garments sold in violation of the federal 'hot goods' prohibitions
sold either from or in [California] and/or manufactured under the
[allegedly] unlawful conditions. 8

These requests, however, are extremely broad and
would be quite costly. Moreover, valuation of these requests
would be nearly impossible.
Because the retailer defendants are named in both the
California state suit and the Hawaii federal action, the
goals sought, arguments made, and negotiations for
settlement in the two actions are closely linked.'89 This suit,
along with the Hawaii federal action, brings much pressure,
attention, and publicity to the retailers.'-However, even if
the Hawaii suit is dismissed, the California action has been
found meritorious.' Therefore, this suit offers a second
channel for workers to accomplish their goals from
litigation.

187. Cal. First Am. Compl., supranote 21, para. 109.
188. Id. para. 110.
189. See supraPart HI.A.5, notes 155-56, and accompanying text.
190. See supranotes 57-62 and accompanying text.
191. On November 12, 1999, California Judge John Munter held that the
plaintiffs had a cause of action, allowing them to proceed through discovery to
trial. The defendants who had not settled this suit attempted to dismiss the
action on the grounds that advertising is protected by free speech under the
First Amendment, and only the U.S. Department of Labor could bring a cause
of action regarding marketing of allegedly "hot goods." Milberg Weiss, supra
note 23. Munter, however, ruled that the First Amendment was not violated
and, pursuant to California's unique unfair business practices statute, "any
Californian [can] act as a 'private attorney general' where government fails to
act." Id. Moreover, the defendants' motions to sever the trial were also rejected.
Therefore, all defendants will be tried together if a trial is necessary. See
Sweatshop Watch, supra note 109.
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C. SaipanFederalAction 192
The Saipan action attempts to hold civilly liable the
foreign garment contractors for violations of CNMI law that
the local CNMI government has not enforced on its own. A
class of approximately 25,000 anonymous workers 9 3 filed
the action in the District Court of Northern Mariana
Islands against only their employers, the foreign-owned
factory contractors. The workers allegedly fear that
if their true identity is revealed, they will face actual physical
violence, the threat of physical violence, immediate deportation to
China or their country of origin, likely arrest upon arrival... and
an order by... authorities accelerating the repayment of the debt
incurred for recruitment fees. Plaintiffs also reasonably fear that
their families may face similar threats
94 of physical and economic
retaliation if their identity is revealed.'

This lawsuit alleges that garment contractors failed to
pay workers and forced them to "donate" their time when
their regular shifts ended.'95 The workers' claims arise from
applicable provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act, and
from the Commonwealth's own minimum wage laws. This
action, compared to the other two, most directly attacks the
problems of labor violations because the workers'
immediate employers are being held liable under the suit.
Also, the Saipan action is supported by the most legal
precedent, so it seems that the plaintiffs could best
accomplish their goals of changing the contractors' labor
practices.
1. Allegations. The issues to be determined at trial
stem from the FLSA, CNMI's Nonresident Workers Act,
and CNMI's Minimum Wage Act. 9 ' Specifically, a trial
would determine whether the workers receive correctly
calculated overtime and local CNMI minimum wage
payments of $3.05 per hour, whether illegal deductions are
taken from paychecks when wages are garnished for living
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.

Saipan Compl., supranote 12.
See id. para. 1.
Id. para. 34.
See id. paras. 1, 3, 72, 73.
See Saipan Compl., supra note 12, para. 1; see also 29 U.S.C. §§ 201219 (2000); 3 N. MAR. I. CODE §§ 4411-4414 (1997); 4 N. MAR. I. CODE §§ 92119247 (1997).
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conditions and other purposes, and whether managers
require mandatory work off the clock.'97 Other issues
include whether a quota system is illegally used over
straight hour time, and whether defendants owe plaintiffs a
rent abatement for substandard housing and food.'98
2. Goals Accomplished Through Saipan Federal
Action. Theoretically, plaintiffs should achieve more success
through the Saipan civil action than through the other two
actions of privatized law enforcement. By charging the
employers of the alien workers with violations of existing
laws, the Saipan action proposes the most logical legal
theory. It is the most sensible and direct of the three actions
because it attacks those employers who are immediately
responsible for the illegal labor practices. It should be the
action that best protects the workers because it aims to
correct violations that are already enforceable, such as
paying the worker her negotiated wage, and paying a
worker overtime for extra hours spent working on the
quota. The violations alleged in this action are supported by
the most legal precedent, and the complaints are
straightforward and present theories that have been
successfully litigated in the past.
This suit, however, has faced the greatest uphill battle
for the class of workers. Plaintiffs failed to disqualify
Federal District Court Judge Alex Munson, even though he
was the only federal judge on CNMI, and even though he
had a longstanding personal relationship with the former
President of the Saipan Garment Manufacturers
Association, who is also the principal stockholder of a
named defendant.'99 Then, Judge Munson dismissed all
CNMI related claims, "ruling that they were not
sufficient[lyl related to [each of] the federal overtime case[s]
to justify keeping them in the same case."00 He next
ordered that the two hundred "Doe" plaintiffs disclose their
identities or drop the lawsuit.2"' Furthermore, he severed
the trial into twenty-two separate proceedings."' On appeal,
197. See supranotes 65-99 and accompanying text.
198. See Saipan Compl., supra note 12, paras. 65, 88-129 (stating the eight
claims for relief).
199. Sweatshop Watch, supranote 109.
200. Id.
201. Id.
202. Id.
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however, the Ninth Circuit reversed this decision, holding
that since the plaintiffs can demonstrate "an objectively
reasonable fear of extraordinarily severe retaliation, they
may conceal their identities from defendants.""'
The results from these difficulties show the necessity
for holding the major U.S. retailers responsible for their
contractors' actions. Without the powerful and popular
named American corporations as defendants, the workers
may never accomplish their goals.
D. Settlement
Although some retailers, such as The GAP, maintain
that the allegations in the actions are false and could never
be proven in court,0 4 only eight months after the suits were
filed, Nordstrom, J. Crew, Cutter & Buck, and Gymboree
05
agreed to settle the Hawaii and California actions,
establishing a reported "$1.25 million fund to finance the
independent monitoring program[, loosely known as the
Saipan Code of Conduct, and to provide] for partial
damages to the workers, public education and costs and
attorneys' fees."" 6 On October 7, 1999, five other retailers
agreed to settle, with each contributing approximately
203. Does I through XXIII v. Advanced Textile Corp., 214 F.3d 1058, 1063
(9th Cir. 2000); see Bob Egelko, Court Rules on Saipan Workers, ASSOCIATED
PRESS ONLINE, June 2, 2000, available at 2000 WL 21989192.
204. See Christensen, supra note 109 (noting that "Kellie Leonard, a
spokeswoman in San Francisco for The GAP, said: We believe the allegations
made against our company are false and we are committed to proving that in
court.' ").

205. See Rovella, supra note 156.
206. Sweatshop Watch, Retailers Agree to Settlement of Class Action
Lawsuit Requiring Independent Monitoring of Factory Conditions, at
http://www.sweatshopwatch.org/swatch/marianas/settlement.html
(collected
Oct. 9, 1999) (on file with the author and the Buffalo Law Review) [hereinafter
Monitoring Program];see Jack Lucentini, US Clothiers to Allow Monitors in
Saipan, J. CoM., Aug. 11, 1999, at 3, available at 1999 WL 6381988; see also
Calmetta Y. Coleman, FourRetailers Agree to Settle Lawsuits Alleging Illegal
Labor Policies in Saipan,WALL ST. J., Aug. 10, 1999, at A10 (noting the $1.25
million fund will "pay the garment workers, create a public education campaign
and pay attorneys' fees... [but nione of the retailers admitted any
wrongdoing"); Steven Greenhouse, 4 Companies Gain Accord in Labor Suit,
N.Y. TIMEs, Aug. 10, 1999, at A10 (stating that "the retailers ...

agreed to

require independent monitoring for compliance with basic minimum labor
standards at the factories they use in the Northern Marianas Islands, a United
States commonwealth in the Pacific").
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$400,000 to the monitoring program. 27 Eight more retailers

settled the actions on March 28, 2000, contributing an
estimated $5.7 million to the monitoring fund.0 8 To date,
the seventeen retailers who settled the actions contributed
approximately $8 million to the monitoring fund.2 9 None of

the CNMI garment manufacturers, however, have agreed to
the settlement terms. 10
1. Terms of the Settlement. The overriding goal
designed by the Saipan Monitoring Standards requires
contractors to "comply with all health, safety[,] labor[,I and
employment laws applicable to their workers." 1'
Purportedly, any contractor used by the retailers must be in
compliance with the established monitoring program
standards. If a contractor is found to have "engage[d] in a
pattern or practice of major [labor or employment law]
violations... [the retailer must] terminate its current
contract(s)" with such contractor. 12

Violations included

those of the U.S. Department of Labor, OSHA, the National
Labor Relations Board, and the CNMI Department of Labor
and Immigration. 3 Most importantly, the Saipan Code of
Conduct requires all factories to adhere to the regulations
of these agencies. It also bans the recruiting processes and
shadow contracts. A monitoring body has been established
by the non-profit firm Verite.2

'

This monitoring body has

207. See Wilson, supra note 108. These retailers are Donna Karan, Ralph
Lauren, Phillips-Van Heusen, Brylane (Chadwick's of Boston), and Dress Barn.
Id.
208. Additional Retailers Settle With Saipan Garment Workers, SEATrLE
TIMES, Mar. 29, 2000, at E3; see also Janet Moore, Eight Retailers Settle Suit
Alleging Sweatshops, STAR TREB. (Minneapolis, Minn.), Mar. 29, 2000, at 3D
(stating that eight retailers "agreed to contribute to a fund that pays for
independent monitoring of Saipan garment factories"). These retailers are Liz
Claiborne, Calvin Klein, Tommy Hilfiger, Jones Apparel Group, May
Department Stores, Osh Kosh B'Gosh, Sears Roebuck & Co., and Warnaco. Id.
209. See Moore, supranote 208 (stating that, as of March 29, 2000, "14 U.S.
retailers have agreed to pay a total of $8 million to the monitoring fund,
although none has admitted wrongdoing").
210. See Behn, supranote 115.
211. MonitoringProgram,supra note 206.
212. Id.
213. See id.

214. Verite was established in 1995
to address the issues of global human rights and labor standards in
factories that manufacture goods for the U.S. market. It offers
inspection of labor practices, consulting services, and in-house training
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the opportunity to inspect the
Saipan factories, using both
215
planned and surprise visits.
The Code establishes criteria for monitoring which
includes paying employees the CNMI minimum wage for all
hours worked, using proper time clocks to track hours, and
not permitting employees to work overtime hours without
pay. Also, it allows the workers to keep their passports,
invite guests in their living quarters, and abide by other
generally accepted labor practices.2" Furthermore, rent
charged for housing can not exceed the employer's costs and
the employer can not deduct room and board directly from
an employee's paycheck unless agreed to by the employee in
her employment contract.
Moreover, the monitoring board also establishes
educational requirements, 218 interviews for new and exiting
employees, 29 pre-contract audits, a complaint procedure for
workers, and remedies for noncompliance. Remedies range
from probation for the contractor until compliance is met,
to, in the most severe cases, barring the retailer from
entering into future contracts with that contractor.2 °
2. Reasons for Settling. The primary reasons for the
major retailers to settle so quickly were to avoid bad

to American companies and organizations addressing child labor,
hazardous workplace conditions, and sweatshop issues.... Its goals
are to ensure that goods produced by child labor, prison labor, and
sweatshops are not found in the global production chains of U.S.
companies; to help consumers make knowledgeable choices about
which goods are produced under verified, non-abusive labor practices;
and to improve labor standards worldwide in subcontracting industries
through a standardized process of education, training, inspections, and
corrections programs.
Heather White, DisturbingTrends in Global Production,USA TODAY MAG., May
1, 2000, available at 2000 WL 9014849.
215. See MonitoringProgram,supranote 206.
216. See id.

217. Id.
218. Workers must be informed of the terms of the monitoring agreement in
their native language. These terms must also be prominently posted, and
meetings informing the workers of the terms of the monitoring board must be

held. Id.
219. Private, confidential interviews with the employee and a member of the
monitoring board must be held to determine whether the provisions of the
agreement have been violated. See id.
220. See id.
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publicity and high legal fees.2"' "By paying $1.25 million
toward [the goals of reform and avoiding a public relations
disaster] ... the... American firms will avoid a nasty trial,
a Nike-style boycott, and embarrassing sidewalk protests
outside their retail stores."222 Erik Nordstrom, co-president
of one of the defendants, explained that "[a] long, drawn-out
legal battle didn't make good sense to us .... We feel these
resources are better spent elsewhere and could be used
toward making a good-faith effort to furthering our
commitment to using vendors who comply with the law." He
added, however, that he believed his corporation would
2
have won the lawsuits if it had continued with litigation."
The retailers may also believe that they could remedy
the problems more efficiently than the government. The
retailers have the ability to place direct pressure on their
contractors, carrying more influence than the broader
powers of the CNMI and federal government. The retailers
can influence the specific garment manufacturers because
the contractors are economically dependent upon the
retailers. Without the retailers, Saipan's garment industry
would not survive. These large corporations could place a
great deal of pressure on the subcontractors to change their
practices because the threat of withdrawing their contracts
would be devastating to any contractor's survival.
Moreover, these major retailers often feel obligated to
change the conditions in the industry due to industry codes
of conduct and corporate responsibility among the
industry.2" These pressures inside the industry often cause
the retailers to bond together to improve conditions among
themselves, before government laws or private actions are
brought against them. By not complying with these written
and unwritten standards, the garment retailers may lose
money, business, and popularity among their customers.
3. Goals Accomplished Through the Settlement.
Settlement of the actions against some of the major
retailers accomplishes many of the workers' goals
221. See Christensen, supra note 109 (quoting retailers' spokesmen as
saying that the choice of settlement was a "business decision").
222. Ending SaipanSweatshops, S.F. CHRON., Aug. 17, 1999, at A18.
223. Lucentini, supranote 206, at 3.
224. Although beyond the scope of this Comment, corporate responsibility
and employers' compliance due to unwritten "peer pressure" is an interesting
and extensively discussed topic among legal scholars.
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underlying privatized law enforcement. The settlement
establishes a legally binding corporate code of conduct for
both the retailers and the contractors. The shadow
contracts and improper recruiting procedures will no longer
be tolerated, reducing the primary foundations for the
feelings of indentured servitude and peonage. Work related
complaints will be taken seriously due to the monitoring
body, and workers can better understand their rights since
these will be explained in their native language. Moreover,
the workers' financial burden can be lessened due to
monetary settlements,
also reducing feelings
of
indebtedness and servitude towards the employers.
4. Problems with Settling. A settlement, however, will
not instantaneously solve all problems for the class of
workers. A low minimum wage, a virtually unlimited
supply of labor from new workers, and the unwillingness of
the local government to enforce existing labor laws in the
future will cause the core problems to remain. Moreover,
the remedies negotiated among the parties may not be as
strong as those ordered by a court or through a legislative
bill. The question arises whether or not a small monitoring
firm with no local influence on the Commonwealth will be
able to monitor approximately 50,000 workers. Little
cooperation from local government and/or the contractor
firms can be expected early on, as many residents view
changes to the garment industry as an invasion, a change
in their way of life, and an obstacle in their ability to earn a
living.225 Moreover, new factories will not immediately be
affected by the provisions of the settlement. Only by the
threat of a new lawsuit will these factories be coerced to
raise themselves above the minimum standards set out by
CNMI's relaxed laws.
225. This view is similar to arguments made by Southerners prior to the
Civil War regarding slavery. Most Southerners believed that emancipating
their slaves would ruin the plantation way of life. Similar to the belief that
giving alien workers more rights and better working conditions would ruin

CNMI's garment industry, Southerners worried that, without slavery, they
would no longer be able to farm their large plantations or produce cotton and
other goods. See ULRICH BoNNELL PHILLIPS, AMERICAN NEGRO SLAVERY 400
(1959) (stating the emancipation of slaves met little endorsement from
Southerners because "it would most probably... break down the plantation
system"); see also JOHN DAVID SMITH, AN OLD CREED FOR THE NEW SOuTH 239-83
(1985) (discussing the historian Ulrich B. Phillip's theories of plantation
economics and slavery).
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Furthermore, although the settlement creates a fund to
repay workers, monetary contributions by retailers can not
reimburse all workers for their extra unpaid hours of work.
"The sum is so small that it would be difficult to hail this as
a turning point. The other retailers named in the suit...
are standing firm. And, because Saipan is an American
protectorate, it is not entirely clear what precedent has
been set for foreign countries.""6
E. Problems with PrivatizedLaw Enforcement
Due to the specificity of litigation, these civil actions
merely dent the surface of labor and human rights
violations in CNMI 2 Some scholars and editorialists argue
that "[fliling lawsuits is generally speaking a bad way to
make policy."2 8 One legal scholar argued that litigation fails
as an adequate vehicle for social change because it is
generally not preventative, it does not offer a promise of
cooperative solutions, and it is often "too imprecise to be of
much value."2 9 Others see civil actions as " 'end runs'
around the legislative process" and unfair to corporations
who may be forced into settlement even though they could
potentially prevail on the law. 3 ' Further, privatized law
enforcement does not hold the lawyers steering these
actions accountable or "answerable to the public they
supposedly represent."31
Regarding the three CNMI actions, even though they
may privately remedy some of the labor violations, new
garment factories can always crop up. Furthermore, other
industries on Saipan that have taken advantage of the
immigration and labor provisions remain unpoliced. Some
of these industries include the hotel and tourism business,
as well as the nightclub industry, which has been reported
to be an unregulated sex market. 2 According to reports,
226. Go Global, Sue Local, supra note 22, at 54.
227. See Garvey, supra note 136, at 24 (finding litigation a "tenuous and
minimal means for individuals to seek, and occasionally achieve, enforcement of
U.S. labor and environmental standards").
228. Government by Lawsuit..., WASH. POST, Apr. 2, 2000, at B6
(criticizing the recent tobacco litigation and the Smith & Wesson gun
manufacturer's settlements).
229. Garvey, supra note 136, at 32.
230. Meier, supranote 25.
231. Id.
232. See Trapped, supranote 2, para. Money.
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CNMI has a "thriving sex tourism" industry that caters to
233

Japanese tourists as well as foreign and local residents.
This industry is based in bars, karaoke clubs, restaurants,
and call-girl services."' Most of these workers are also
recruited through the shadow contract, as recruiters
promised that they would work as waitresses or
hostesses. 5 Furthermore, many of the garment workers
have turned to this industry to supplement their daily
income."
Privatized law enforcement techniques used by the
three actions, which enforce CNMI's laws through the
threat of civil liability against specific contractors and
retailers, as opposed to criminal liability enforced by the
government itself, will not have as much success in the
tourism and domestic industries as they did in the garment
industry. CNMI's tourism and domestic industries are not
dependent on high profile American corporations for orders
or contracts. Tracking these labor violations is much more
difficult because the practices are more sporadic, as opposed
to the general, organized, and documentable practices at a
factory. Moreover, domestic violations often go unreported,
as the worker has less opportunity to discuss the violations
with others due to the isolated nature of the work. 7
Even with privatized law enforcement and retailers
paying for their own regulators, the underlying problems on
the Commonwealth that created the system of importation
of alien workers will still remain. Minimum wage continues
to be $3.05 per hour and there will always be a fresh batch
of workers naive enough to work on Saipan due to
misinformation from recruiters, and the belief that they will
have an "American" lifestyle. Moreover, the incentive for
foreign subcontractors to produce 'ade
in the U.S.A."
clothing is still high, even with the threat of litigation, a
monitoring body, or the obligation to improve labor
conditions, because the cheap duty and U.S.A. label are
quite persuasive selling points.
Furthermore, the lawsuit will not greatly affect CNMI's
local government practices because the government is not
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.

Id.
See id.
See id.
Haw. Am. Compl., supra note 4, para. 88.
See Trapped,supra note 2, para. Domestic Servitude.
See supranotes 66, 150, and accompanying text.
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directly liable in this action. Therefore, no specific monetary
pressure would be placed on the Commonwealth. Currently,
CNMI's local government seems not to notice these labor
violations or want to enforce its laws on the foreign
subcontractors. 9 Federal pressure and legislation, not
private litigation, is likely the most effective channel for
eliminating corruption within CNMI's local government.
IV. LEGISLATION

Many legislative proposals have been suggested as
alternative responses to reforming the labor violations in
CNMI. Congressional changes in the two major Saipan
loopholes, immigration and minimum wage, could
theoretically provide a sweeping improvement to conditions
for all alien workers on CNMI. Some proposals include
changing the immigration laws, raising the minimum wage,
revising laws regarding the "Made in the U.S.A." label and
duty provisions, and creating a new cause of action for
holding manufacturers liable for their contractors'
sweatshops. New legislation, however, would not guarantee
an immediate change, and it would not abolish the
problems of peonage and taking advantage of current
workers.
Congress has vigorously debated the degree of federal
involvement necessary for fixing the labor and immigration
issues in CNMI for many years. When the framers of the
Covenant constructed the agreement, Congress noted that
CNMI's special provisions were only temporary, with the
intent that eventually United States labor and immigration
laws would apply. 0 The Reagan administration even
attempted to change CNMI's exemptions in 1986 when the
Territorial Agreement ceased. The President proposed that
239. In reality, the CNMI government created many of the problems
through its legal policies which take advantage of the alien workers for the
benefit of its own citizens. See Herald, supra note 35, at 154-67.
240. See OIA REPORT, supra note 32, at 3. During negotiations,
representatives of the Northern Marianas attempted to make the privileges
permanent by requiring them to be changed only through mutual consent, but
the United States would not agree. Id. at 4. In a letter dated March 19, 1998 to
Edward Cohen, the President's Special Representative to the CNMI 902
Consultations, U.S. Ambassador F. Haydn Williams wrote, "[liocal control over
immigration and wages were not considered to be permanent measures.... As
finally agreed, the Congress would be free to extend United States immigration
laws to the CNMI at some future date." Id. n.4.
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the Commonwealth take action to reverse the current lax
immigration system by enacting immigration and
naturalization requirements consistent with the rest of the
United States. He also suggested that the Commonwealth
establish a ceiling where only 1200 alien workers would be
employed at a time." 1
President Clinton also took up this issue, writing to
CNMI's governor that its labor practices "are inconsistent
with our country's values." 2 Executive branch reports have
documented the labor practices on CNMI for many years, 3
and Congressman George Miller recently presented a report
to Congress.4 As a result of continued embarrassment and
a rising concern for the workers' rights, legislation to
Congress was introduced in 1997, and again in 1999, in an
attempt to correct the CNMI loopholes.'
A. Bills Introduced
1. Immigration Legislation. Immigration is one of the
major loopholes that CNMI has taken advantage of over the
past twenty years, and many in Congress believe this must
change. Senate Bill 1052 and House Resolution 730 propose
revision of immigration practices by requiring CNMI to
follow the United States Immigration and Naturalization
Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1101. This would limit the number of foreign
alien workers because temporary visas for them would be
241. See BENEATH THE AMERICAN FLAG, supra note 42, at 12-13. CNMI

ignored

President Reagan's

suggestions

and continued

its aggressive

recruitment strategies for bringing foreign factories to Saipan. See id.
242. Terry McCarthy, Abused in the U.S.A., TIME, Feb. 9, 1998, at 19
(internal quotation marks omitted).

243. See, e.g., OIA REPORT, supra note 32; Fed. Law Enforcement and the
Use of Fed. Funds in the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands:
Hearing Before the House Comm. on Resources, 106th Cong. (Sept. 16, 1999)
(statement of John Berry, Assistant Secretary of the Interior for Policy,
Management, and Budget), http://www.doi.gov/oia/speeches/berry.htm; see also
supranote 110 and accompanying text.
244. See BENEATH THE AMERICAN FLAG, supranote 42.
245. President Clinton's attempts to pass legislation regarding CNMI have,
up to this point, failed. This is due primarily to lobbying by CNMI of
Republicans such as Tom DeLay and Dick Armey. Columnists have alleged that
the lawsuits were an effort by supporters of President Clinton to bring attention
and support of the CNMI issues to Congress. Specifically, public support would
embarrass supportive Republicans such as Tom DeLay. DeLay, one of Clinton's
staunchest critics, also successfully blocked Clinton's previously proposed CNAI
legislation. See Making DeLay Sweat?, NEWSWEEK, Feb. 1, 1999, at 6.
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more difficult to obtain and renew. Further, the local
government would no longer be able to attract shady
businessmen with advertisements of an unlimited supply of
workers.
Economic policy would support this Bill, as CNM's
current system is short sighted and does not protect the
Commonwealth's economy in the long term. "Dependence
on [floreign [w]orkforce [t]hreatens [the] [liocal [elconomy"
because the rapidly growing number of workers places a
significant burden on CNM's physical infrastructure,
sewers, amount of waste able to be collected and disposed
of, and overcrowding in schools. 6 Moreover, due to the
inequities between wages for the public and private sector
employees, a two-tiered caste system has resulted.'
Changing the immigration laws would reform not only the
garment factories, but all industries that take advantage of
nonresident workers.
Criticism of this Bill alleges that applying federal
immigration standards would make it difficult for the
garment and tourism industries to hire the necessary
number of workers. Further, the indigenous population on
CNMI would be insufficient to replace the foreign
workers.' It has also been argued that since the citizens of
CNMI do not have congressional representatives, this
legislation would be unconstitutional if applied to the
Commonwealth. Therefore, only local immigration control
should be implemented. 9
2. Minimum Wage Legislation. Bills eliminating
CNMI's minimum wage exemption have also been
proposed.25 Generally, these require that workers on CNMI
be brought up to wage parity current with the rest of the
United States, in accordance with the FLSA. The new Bills
246. BENEATH THE AMERICAN FLAG, supra note 42.
247. See id.
248. See Rose Cruz Cuison, The Constructionof LaborAbuse in the Mariana
Islands as Anti-American, 6 ASIAN PAC. AM. L.J. 61, 79-80 (2000).
249. See Jennifer C. Davis, Beneath the American Flag: United States Law
and InternationalPrinciplesGoverning the Covenant Between the United States
and Commonwealth of the Northern MarianaIslands, 13 TRANSNATL LAW. 135,
172-73 (2000).
250. United States-Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas Human
Dignity Act, H.R. 730, 106th Cong. (1999); Fair Minimum Wage Act of 1999, S.
192, 106th Cong. (1999); Insular Fair Wage and Human Rights Act of 1997,
H.R. 1450, 105th Cong. (1997).
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would require that workers be paid on par with all other
American citizens, giving them a better opportunity to pay
off any outstanding debts. Although two of these Bills allow
for a $.50 increase every six months until CNMI met the
current United States minimum wage, Senate Bill 192,
which would have raised the minimum wage to $6.15 by
September 1, 2000, required
CNMI to adhere
immediately.25'
Wage parity would be a major start for reforming labor
violations and changing the view that "guest" workers can
be used lawfully as a mere commodity. Economically, a subminimum wage distorts CNM's economy, and discourages
private sector employment.252 Furthermore, since the cost of
living in CNMI is greater than the United States mainland,
it makes sense that workers be paid a greater amount of
money, or at least an amount equal to that of mainland
workers. Increased wages would make labor more
expensive and might limit the amount of foreign contractors
looking to take advantage of CNMI's other loopholes. These
Bills, like immigration, would also improve all corrupt
industries on CNMJ, not just the garment industry.
Moreover, these Bills would theoretically improve the
life of any person, native or guest, working on CNMI
because all wages would be increased. However, the U.S.
minimum wage would not guarantee a better life, as many
might still be below the poverty line."3
Opposition to these Bills alleges that an extension of
the FLSA will negatively affect the Commonwealth's
economy because "[t]he minimum wage laws need to easily
adjust to the cost of living in the CNMI rather than
importing the cost of living from the mainland."" 4 Others
argue that "a hike in the wages... will carry significant
costs-slower job creation, fewer hours and lost jobs ....It
will cause higher-level wages to be increased, thus boosting

251. H.R. 730 § 8(2); H.R. 1450 § 8(2); S. 192 § 2(a).
252. See BENEATH THE AMERICAN FLAG, supranote 42.
253. It should be noted, though, that most native CNMI residents work for
the government, which pays better than the private sector, so most natives
would be unaffected by the legislation. See supra notes 32, 48, 52, and
accompanying text (describing the jobs of CNMI citizens).
254. Cuison, supra note 248, at 80. This author, however, fails to recognize
that the cost of living on CNMI is greater than the cost of living on the
mainland. See Herald, supranote 35, at 152.
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inflationary pressures in an already precarious time."255
3. Legislation Regarding CNMI's Use of the "Made in
the U.S.A." Label and Duty Exemptions. Changing the
"Made in the U.S.A." label and duty exemptions has also
been proposed. House Resolution 730 would prohibit
contractors' use of the "Made in the U.S.A." label unless
workers were paid an improved minimum wage. Also, the
product must be manufactured in compliance with all
Federal laws, including the National Labor Relations Act,
OSHA, and the FLSA. Furthermore, the Bill would require
that garment factories have United States citizens as fulltime employees in positions other than management.256 It
also would require the factory producing the product to "not
employ individuals under conditions of indentured
servitude."257
Another proposal, the "Made in USA Label Defense Act
of 1999" simply prohibits products created on CNMI from
using the "Made in the U.S.A." label. 258 This proposal also
prohibits any CNMI products from being imported to the
United States free of duty or quotas.259 The basic policy
argument behind this Bill is that products made by alien
workers in foreign owned factories are not "American" and
therefore should not receive American exemptions. Allen
Stayman, OIA Director, asked, "Why should the United
States suffer a continuing financial loss of $200 million a
year in tariffs-for the dubious privilege of explaining to
the rest of the world why it26 0 tolerates the Northern
Marianas' human rights record?"
However, the Made in USA Label Defense Act has no
255. John Yaukey, Minimum Wage Bills Could Impact CNMI Tourism,
ControversialGarment Manufacturing, GANNETr NEWS SERVICE, Nov. 9, 1999,
available at 1999 WL 6977915 (quoting Lynn Knight, Vice President of Saipan's
Chamber of Commerce).
256. Currently, even most owners, managers, and supervisors of the
garment factories are not United States citizens. See Trapped, supra note 2,
para. The Garment Industry.
257. United States-Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas Human
Dignity Act, H.R. 730, 106th Cong. § 9(a)(4) (1999).
258. Made in USA Label Defense Act of 1999, H.R. 1621, 106th Cong. § 7
(1999).
259. Id.
260. Robert Collier, Stalemate in Talks on Saipan Workers Tug-of-War
Between Local Officials, Federal Government on Sweatshop Law, S.F. CHRON.,
Jan. 20, 1999, at Al.
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incentives for factory owners to improve the conditions on
CNMI; it only "punishes" the contractors. Owners would
have no reason to raise the labor standards to make them

on par with other United States factories because no
benefits would be received. Moreover, this Bill does nothing
to solve the labor and immigration problems; the violations
would still occur on American soil. This Bill also has the
potential to harm CNMI's economy, as no new factories
would want to open on the islands because there would no
longer be financial benefits for operating a factory on the
Commonwealth.26 '
4. Civil Liability for Retailers. The "Stop Sweatshops
Act," introduced on January 6, 1999, would make garment
manufacturers civilly liable for sweatshop conditions
maintained by their contractors. 262 Violations of recordkeeping and payroll accounting would also present the
opportunity for civil payments. Novel legal theories such as
alleged RICO conspiracies and two hundred-year-old antipeonage laws would not be necessary if this Bill were
enacted. Moreover, this Bill would broaden the policies of
extraterritorial application, because it could hold large
multinational retailers liable for clothing made in
sweatshops outside of the United States.26 Even though
261. Not all scholars agree with this argument. In a recent law review
article, one author proposed that the best solution to CNMI's problem would be
to "threat[en] removal of the duty free status of certain [C]NMI goods imported
to the continental United States." Robert S. Florke, Castaways on Gilligan's
Island. The Plight of the Alien Worker in the Northern Mariana Islands, 13
TEMP. INVL & COMP. L.J., 381, 409 (1999). Florke argues that the threat of
removing the duty free status would result in aggressive action by CNMI's
government in order to protect its tax revenue from these contractors. See id.
Contrary to this theory, however, is the fact that prior threats by the federal
government have not resulted in success. See McCarthy, supra note 242, at 19
(quoting letter from President Clinton to CNMI's governor criticizing the
Commonwealth's labor practices); see also supra notes 110, 240-45, and
accompanying text. Moreover, reforms from the federal government are
unlikely, due to pressure from CNMI's lobbyists as well as deadlock in Congress
over the issue. See id. Although Florke dismisses the three civil actions as mere
publicity stunts, see Florke, supra note, at 382-83, 408, privatized law
enforcement is likely the best channel for reforming the garment industry at
this current date.
262. Stop Sweatshops Act, H.R. 90, 106th Cong. § 3(a) (1999). This bill
creates a simple cause of action in lieu of the creative ones designed by
attorneys and described above.
263. Although an interesting topic, extraterritorial application of U.S. law
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this Bill does not attack the foundational problems of labor
and immigration problems in CNMI, it endorses the idea of
privatized law enforcement by encouraging workers to sue
parent corporations and retailers for the violations
committed by subcontractors.
B. CongressionalDebate Regardingthe Legislative
Proposals
Although the bills have received increasingly bipartisan
support,2" the CNMI issue has been a hotly contested
debate in Congress for many years.265 Arguments in
opposition to change have been made by many Republicans
as well as residents of CNMI. Much of the new Republican
support has come from States with large textile mills and
strong union influences such as South Carolina and
Michigan.266 Moreover, some Congressmen believe vigorous
enforcement of current laws would be more beneficial than
creating new laws.267
The Commonwealth has no congressional representatives, but it has extensively lobbied Congress to express its
viewpoint.268 The Commonwealth paid a reported $4.25
million in 1999 for efforts to convince Congressmen to let
the local CNMI government take care of its own problems.269
In an email sent by the lobbyists to a major CNMI
manufacturer, the firm outlined its agenda, intending to:
[C]ontinue sponsoring all-expense-paid visits by members of
and holding manufacturers liable for acts by contractors outside of U.S.
jurisdiction is beyond the scope of this Comment.
264. See John Yaukey, House and Senate Panels to Probe SeparateIssues in
Northern MarianaIslands, GANNETT NEWS SERVICE, Sept. 13, 1999, available at
1999 WL 6974737 (stating that H.R. 1621 and S. 922, while taking a different
approach from other bills, are "noteworthy [legislation] because [they] signal
expanding opposition to CNMI's garment industry among Republicans").
265. See John McCaslin, Hill Devils, WASH. TIMES, Sept. 21, 1999, at A5
(stating that a Congressional Aide, who had worked for fifteen years on Capitol
Hill, admitted to hearing profanity being used for the first time at a
congressional hearing when Congressmen debated sweatshop issues. The
alleged statement by Representative Neil Abercrombie (D) of Hawaii, uttered
after the argument was made that raising the minimum wage would ruin
-CNMI's economy, was "That's a bunch of bull266. Yaukey, supranote 264.
267. See Cuison, supranote 248, at 80-81.
268. See Trapped, supranote 2, para. CNMI's Washington Lobbyists.
269. See id.
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Congress, their families and their staff[,] ... generate dozens of
positive pieces about the CNMI by friendly writers[,] ... make
sure that 'friendly workers'... testify at all congressional
hearings[,] ... [p]repar[e] questions and factual backup for the
friendly senators and congressmen[J ... [and pirepare legislation
to be introduced into the apropriations process to cement any
CNMI gains in the hearings.

Many view new legislation as a setback for CNMI that
would ruin its economy."' Some Republicans believe the
economic boom on Saipan is a success story,"' proclaiming
CNMI as "a shining light for what is happening in the
Republican party, and [CNMI's Governor] represent[s]
everything that is good about what we're trying to do in
America and in leading the world in the free market
system."7 Representative Tom Delay has fiercely advocated
maintaining the status quo on the islands. After one of
several visits to Saipan, paid for by the CNMI government,
DeLay said, "Liberals in Washington and the Clinton
bureaucrats are intentionally trying to kill economic
freedom and return the Northern Marianas to the days of
welfare dependency."274 Representative George Miller
disagrees, stating "[o]utside of Tom DeLay there's very little
dissent about the abuses of these workers." 75
C. Policy
Enactment of legislation would likely create a more
enduring change in improving labor conditions than
privatized law enforcement. Legislation seeks to attack the
source of the problems by stopping the practices that the
Congressional loopholes created. Criminal penalties and
liability would result. Assuming the laws would be
enforced, this legislation would close major loopholes that
CNMI currently enjoys. Furthermore, this legislation would
270. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
271. See Cuison, supranote 248, at 80.
272. See 20/20 Report, supra note 57; see also Ken Silverstein, Congress's
Beach Boys: Some Islands Will Fly in Anyone to Lobby Against Minimum Wage
Regulations, NATION, Jan. 12/19, 1998, at 21 (stating that Dick Armey and Tom
DeLay wrote CNMI's governor to praise him for "advancing the principles of
free markets" in Saipan).
273. 20/20 Report, supranote 57 (using the sound bite of Tom DeLay).
274. Collier, supranote 260; see also Cuison, supranote 248, at 79-80.
275. See Making DeLay Sweat?, supranote 245, at 6.
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protect all future workers, not just those who joined a class

action suit.
Federal agencies would enforce these laws with the aid
of funds and appropriations, so abuses would be detected
and prosecuted more effectively. The major benefit of
legislation is that it would level the playing field and force
CNMI to adhere to laws that other states are similarly
required to follow. Furthermore, all industries on CNMI
would become bound to the same standards.
Federal legislation is necessary for long term reform
because the local CNMI government has not attempted to
meet the standards to which other states adhere, or to
enforce current statutes for alien workers. Although
CNMI's new governor has promised to improve conditions,
no firm action has been taken. In fact, the Governor has
repeatedly cancelled meetings with President Clinton's
representatives regarding covenant negotiations. 6
The OIA Report states that although the local CNMI
government may be well intentioned, its "[riecent [elfforts
at 1]ocal [reform... [dlo [niot [a]ddress [flundamental
[piroblems [aind [m]ay [niot [e]ndure."7 The report also
charges that CNMI legislative reforms can easily be diluted
or repealed by the local politicians. 28 For example, after
pressure from the Reagan administration, CNMrs local
legislature passed a law raising the minimum wage $.30
per year until it was on par with the United States. The
legislature, however, repealed the law a year later after
only one increase.
CNMI law has been "riddled with
exceptions," and attempts to increase the minimum wage
have not been taken seriously.
Furthermore, the CNMI legislature has been extremely
unfair to alien workers, who have no vote or say as to their
working conditions.280 For example, an amendment by the
local legislature to the minimum wage act provided that
garment workers can be paid based on pieces produced, as
long as 40% of workers make CNMJ's minimum wage.28 '
Disapproval of the policy behind the legislative bills has
been expressed by many groups. Some argue that if
276. OIA REPORT, supranote 32.
277.
278.
279.
280.
281.

Id.
Id.
See Trapped, supra note 2, para. CNM's Economic Benefits.
See Herald, supranote 35, at 156-57.
Id.
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Congress enacted the new legislation, the identity of people
indigenous to CNMI would be sacrificed for proposals that
expand the nation's political and cultural ideals, and that
little value is placed on the Islanders' perspective."2 Other
concerns stem from the belief that the new legislation
would drive out many investors and businesspeople, as well
as removing any power CNMI has over its own economic
and political development." 3
Most residents are unsympathetic to the conditions of
peonage and slavery to which the guest workers have been
subjected. Twenty years of exceptions to labor and
immigration standards have created a two-tiered caste
system on CNMI which permanent residents enjoy.2
Therefore, CNMI residents agree with DeLay, saying
"We've got a good thing here.... If someone wants to come
work for me for pennies, why shouldn't they be able to? I
mean, why stop them?"2 8 Moreover, a real possibility exists
that the bills would not be passed for a long time, if ever. In
some instances, privatized law enforcement through civil
litigation may have a better effect because it targets specific
violators and because the remedies may be stricter and
more tailored than legislative penalties, which are often
diluted due to Congressional debate and negotiations.
V. CONCLUSION

The three actions represent an example of private lawmaking in the absence of federal and local response to
serious illegal practices. Until consistent enforcement of
labor laws on CNMI results, private enforcement action
through civil litigation is a necessary measure for
improving conditions on the Commonwealth, as well as in
other situations across the United States. Since the CNMI
local government and United States federal government
have, up until this point, failed to enforce their own laws or
create new ones to protect the alien worker, private actors
must step into the role of policemen.
282. See Cuison, supranote 248, at 83.
283. See id. at 84.
284. See BENEATH THE AmERICAN FLAG, supra note 42, at 23; see also OIA
REPORT, supra note 32, at 21 (stating that CNAII's two-tiered society is "based
on a vulnerable and disenfranchised alien workforce that is antithetical to
American values").
285. Collier, supranote 260.
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Unlike Congressional debate, which has accomplished
very little, the three civil legal actions have achieved many
of the goals sought by the alien workers. They have
improved living conditions and ended abhorrent labor
practices such as the shadow contracts. In a perfect world,
vigorously enforced legislation would be better than
litigation brought by the private sector. Under today's
current conditions, however, these three civil actions have
accomplished success for the class represented, and may
perhaps even stimulate legislation.

